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ABSTRACT 
 Within atmospheric earth system models, accurately resolving the various 
physical multi-scale processes is critical. For example, the single-layered shallow water 
equations are widely used to model ocean waves in shallow depth, which contain both 
fast gravity and slow advective waves. In this dissertation we describe the development 
of an extrapolated multirate time-integration scheme using explicit Runge-Kutta methods 
for advancing the numerical solutions of hyperbolic partial differential equations with 
multiple processes. 
 Our time-integration technique is based on Richardson extrapolation and will be 
tested using high-order accurate continuous and discontinuous Galerkin methods with an 
upwind-biased Rusanov flux. The benefit in developing an extrapolated multirate 
time-integration method is that we can solve the fast and slow processes using different 
time-steps with high order accuracy. Results are shown for the non-linear shallow water 
equations in conservation form and the non-hydrostatic, atmospheric Euler equations. We 
further analyze and compare the extrapolated multirate method against other single-rate 
and multirate time-splitting schemes for problems with multiple time scales. 
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Our research is focused on developing a multirate (MR) time-integration approach for
accurately resolving the various physical multi-scale processes which exist in systems of
hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs). Throughout this dissertation we primarily
use the single-layered shallow water equations (SWE) as our hyperbolic PDE system of
choice since it is widely used to model ocean waves in shallow depth and contains both fast
gravity and slow advective waves. In order to approximate the solutions to these systems
using numerical methods, choices must be made for how to discretize both space and time.
Our specific MR time-integration technique is based on Richardson extrapolation and is
tested using high-order accurate continuous and discontinuous Galerkin methods with an
upwind-biasedRusanovflux. The benefit in developing an extrapolatedMR time-integration
method is to take advantage of solving the fast and slow processes using different time-
steps, in addition to achieving high order accuracy in both space and time. In the following
chapters we describe the development of our extrapolatedMR scheme using explicit Runge-
Kutta (ERK) methods. In Chapters 1-3, results are shown for the one-dimensional (1D),
non-linear SWE in conservation form. In Chapter 4 we use our numerical method to
approximate a more robust two-dimensional (2D) shallow water case, and both a two and
three-dimensional (3D) Euler equations casewithin theNonhydrostaticUnifiedModel of the
Atmosphere (NUMA), which is used for simulating nonhydrostatic atmospheric processes.
Throughout the entire dissertation we further analyze and compare our extrapolated MR
method against other single-rate (SR) and MR time-splitting schemes specifically designed
for solving problems with multiple time scales.
Chapter 1 begins with a brief introduction to the hyperbolic PDEs we are interested in
approximating. In Sections 1.1-1.2 we demonstrate how to discretize the 1D SWE initial
boundary value problem (IBVP) using element-based discontinuous Galerkin (DG) meth-
ods, where we focus on splitting the right hand side (RHS) of the system into its respective
processes. Section 1.3 introduces the theory for time-integration schemes based on Richard-
son and Gragg extrapolation methods, which use local error estimation to remove lower
order error terms in order to generate higher-order methods. We further compare the two
extrapolation schemes using our discretized SWE IBVP from Section 1.2 and discuss the
xxi
pros and cons for each. Section 1.4 concludes the chapter with a literature review on how
extrapolation methods have been used in conjunction with MR time-integration schemes
and how our extrapolated multirate method differs from these previous works.
In Chapter 2 we provide a general overview of SR and MR ERK and additive Runge-Kutta
(ARK) time-integration schemes. Section 2.2 compares the SR performance (computational
efficiency) for schemes developed inChapter 1, wherewe demonstrate that SRERKmethods
are more cost efficient than SR ARK methods. Sections 2.3-2.4 extend the use of ERK
methodswithin themultirate infinitesimal step (MIS)method, wherewe further demonstrate
how the overall MIS ERK method is computationally more efficient than SR methods of
equivalent order of accuracy in terms of the number of slow and fast RHS evaluations.
Results and analysis from Chapter 2 are then applied to the development and construction
of our extrapolated MR scheme in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 describes our approach to the development of a generalized extrapolated multirate
time-integration scheme, which combines the extrapolation process from Chapter 1 with
the MIS ERK method from Chapter 2. In Section 3.1 we derive the generalized algorithm
for our extrapolated MIS ERK method with numerical results shown in Section 3.2. For
consistency in our comparison between SR and MR methods we developed an efficiency
metric based on the slow to fast computational ratio of the multirate scheme compared
to a single-rate scheme of equivalent order of accuracy. We further improve upon our
method in Section 3.3 through the use of substepping the fast approximations within each
slow approximation, where our extrapolated MIS ERK with substepping scheme results are
shown in Section 3.4. We end the chapter with a brief discussion and example on a way to
introduce a parallel implementation of the extrapolation process, which can further improve
the overall computational efficiency of the method.
InChapter 4we use our extrapolatedmultirate time-integration scheme developed inChapter
3 to solve both a 2D non-linear SWE model with artificial viscosity and both a 2D and 3D
compressible Euler equations model. Both models are currently used within NUMA, which
is used for simulating atmospheric processes (i.e weather prediction). Various RHS splitting
options are considered within both models and a unified continuous/discontinuous Galerkin
(CG/DG)method for the spatial discretization. Section 4.1 describes the 2DSWEgoverning
equations using two different splitting options for either a two or three process splitting,
xxii
with numerical results shown in Section 4.2. Next we show the governing equations for the
nonhydrostatic Euler equations model in Section 4.3. Similar to the 2D SWE model, we
also considered two different RHS splitting options with results displayed in Section 4.4
and 4.5 for the 2D and 3D models, respectively. Finally, we provide our conclusion and
recommendations for future work in Chapter 5.
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Although much work has been done in the areas of oceanic and atmospheric modeling,
these areas will remain a source of continued research as we push the boundaries and
forge newer and more innovative techniques for solving large-scale, real-world problems
on computers. Specifically, the development of better numerical methods is required,
as these physical problems continue to present both complex and unique challenges for
how to accurately and efficiently resolve the physical processes that exist in nature. We
represent these physical processes usingmathematicalmodels, which usually involve solving
systems of nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). These equations help describe
the interactions between the various model parameters, such as temperature, pressure,
momentum, mass, and energy. However, the complexity within these models typically
results in problems where no analytical solution can be found; therefore, the solution must
be solved using a numerical method. Before attempting to solve the more complicated
models, we typically begin by solving a simplified version of the problem, where a known
analytical solution exists. The simpler problem is beneficial as it provides insight into the
numerical model itself, such as the accuracy of the numerical methods through verification
using a known analytic solution.
When using numerical methods to solve PDEs, certain choices must be made for how
to perform both the spatial and temporal discretizations, such that the overall numerical
method we choose is consistent with the underlying continuous problem we are modeling.
Within this work, we are interested in solving initial boundary value problems of the form:
∂q(x, t)
∂t
= P1(t,q) + P2(t,q) + · · ·+ PN (t,q) for t ≥ t0,
q(x, t0) = q0, and xL ≤ x ≤ xR,
(1.0.1)
where the right hand side (RHS) of the PDEhas been split into processesPi for i = 1, . . . , N .
The left and right spatial boundaries are defined by xL and xR, where boundary conditions
1




= F(t,q) + S(t,q), (1.0.2)
where F and S represent a fast and slow process, respectively.
In order to discretize the PDE, we use high order, discontinuous element-based Galerkin
(EBG) methods to represent the spatial derivatives, in conjunction with an explicit multirate
(MR) extrapolation time-integration scheme to evaluate the time-dependent derivatives of
the multi-process PDE from Equation (1.0.2). Note, the spatial approximations define the
discrete fast and slow processes, F and S.
In this chapter, we define the continuous PDE system for our test problem in Section 1.1,
using the one-dimensional (1D) nonlinear shallow water equations (SWE) in conservation
form. Section 1.2 describes the spatial discretization method used. Section 1.3 provides
an overview on the theory of extrapolated time-integration methods and Section 1.4 ends
the chapter with a brief review of the prior development of MR extrapolation schemes. In
the next chapter we provide a general overview of both single-rate (SR) and MR explicit
Runge-Kutta (RK) multi-stage time-integration schemes, which provide the foundation for
the extrapolated MR time-integration method we develop in Chapter 3.
1.1 Continuous PDE System
Models of the ocean are constructed using the fundamental conservation laws. The simplest
of models might only contain a few physical components; however, more complicated
models can contain a large number of physical processes [1]. Throughout this dissertation,
our research will compare our MR extrapolation scheme with other MR time-splitting
methods used for resolving these physical processes. Specifically, we will consider a
simplified SWE model described in [2].
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As a first step, consider the SWE model in conservation form as:
∂h
∂t







+ h∇(ghs) = 0 , (1.1.1b)
where the momentum is defined as U = hu, ⊗ represents the tensor product operator, the




is the transpose operator, h is the total height of the water (or viscous incompressible fluid)
column, and g is the gravity constant. Additionally, we make the following simplifying
assumptions:
• The solution wavelengths of interest are significantly larger than the depth, so that the
velocity, u = (u, v)>, can reasonably be assumed to be constant in the entire column.
• The system is non-rotational and we can disregard Coriolis effects.
• We assume no wind stress and a frictionless bottom surface.
• Total height of the water column is h = hs + hB where hs is the surface wave height
measured from mean sea level and hB is the height from the bottom surface to mean
sea level as depicted in Figure 1.1.1.
Figure 1.1.1. Two Dimensional Shallow Water Diagram.
3
1.1.1 Separating the Continuous Equations
Let us now separate the SWE PDE system into its fast (gravity) and slow (advection)
processes. Notice that the third term in Equation (1.1.1b) can be written as
h∇(ghs) = ∇(ghhs)− ghs∇(h), (1.1.2)
where since we have defined h = hs + hB , then hhs = (hs + hB)hs = h2s + hBhs. The
right hand side of Equation (1.1.2) becomes:
h∇(ghs) = ∇(gh2s + ghBhs)− ghs∇(hs + hB). (1.1.3)
Assuming that hB and g are constant, then the terms in (1.1.3) simplify to




s) + ghB∇hs. (1.1.4)





























∂t in Equation (1.1.6a), since hB is assumed to be constant.




= S(q) + F (q), (1.1.7)








and the fast term is:









Notice that the fast gravity waves are only contained within the function F (q), while the
slower advection waves are only within the function S(q); therefore, the fast and slow
waves have been separated. Furthermore, if we defineR(q) = S(q)+F (q), then the PDE




where the right hand side vector,R(q), contains both processes.
Our aim is to define an extrapolated MR time-integration scheme that can take advantage
of solving the fast and slow solutions within the system using different time scales, ∆tf and
∆ts, which represent the fast and slow time steps, respectively. The advance of the overall
solution in time is then considered a MR solution. In order for the numerical method to
be useful, we must ensure that the MR time-integration method is numerically stable and
consistent. Additionally, it is often required that certain physical properties of the solution
are respected, such as conservation of mass and momentum. Finally, we seek a method that
is computationally efficient, and thus useful for practical simulations.
1.1.2 One-Dimensional (1D) Shallow Water Equations























Note that the PDE system in Equation (1.1.11) is hyperbolic and represents an initial




U(x, 0) = 0,
(1.1.12)
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where c in Equation (1.1.12) is a constant and represents the wave frequency. Additionally,
we use no flux boundary conditions (BC) at the endpoints of our spatial domain, such that:
U(−1, t) = U(1, t) = 0. (1.1.13)
Therefore, the 1D IBVP is defined using Equations (1.1.11) - ( 1.1.13). We solve this IBVP
using the explicit extrapolation MR time-integration scheme we develop in Chapter 3.1,
with results shown in Chapter 3.2. In the next section we provide a general overview of
EBGmethods and then use them to discretize the IBVP. Additionally, Appendix B provides
the analytic solution to Equations (1.1.11) - (1.1.13).
1.2 Overview of Element-Based Galerkin (EBG) Methods
EBG methods are numerical methods for locally solving PDEs within a finite number of
elements, which rely on the integral form of the continuous PDEs. The choice in using EBG
methods is that they have the desirable characteristics (assuming the continuous problem
is well-posed) of being consistent with the underlying continuous problem, as well as
algebraically and geometrically flexible; see [3] for example. The last quality is important
as various types of unstructured and/or adaptive spatial meshes could be considered. For
example, EBG methods can be built directly on an element of a pre-specified geometry,
such that the spatial grids can be any structured or unstructured mesh made up of various
geometric shapes from quadrilaterals and triangles in 2D, to tetrahedra, hexahedra or
pyramids in 3D [3].
When using EBG methods, we must also make a choice of using either continuous
Galerkin (CG) or discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods for the spatial discretization of
our IBVP. Although both choices have their benefits, we will use the DG method as it
is locally conservative, the solution space is less restrictive, and the well-known Rusanov
flux approach for handling continuity of the solution across each elemental boundary is
often suitable for hyperbolic problems [3]. The following sections assume the reader has
a general understanding of Galerkin methods, where the DG approach specifically consists
of dividing up the overall spatial grid into a specified number of elements. Within each
element, a smaller local problem is numerically solved, such that the global solution to
the problem is constructed by summing up all of the local elemental solutions. In contrast
6
to the CG method, DG methods do not require the local solutions within each element to
be continuous at each elemental boundary. However, continuity at elemental interfaces is
weakly enforced via a numerical flux term. Therefore, each element communicates with
its neighboring elements what its respective contribution is to the global solution at the
elemental boundary.
1.2.1 Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) Method









where q = (hs, U)>, S(q) = (U, U
2
h )
>, and F(q) = (0, ghBhs + 12gh
2
s)>. Now, multi-
plying the continuous form of the PDE in Equation (1.2.1) by a basis (test) function, ψ,
integrating over each locally defined elemental domain, Ωe, within the 1D mesh, and re-
placing the continuous variables with their respective numerical approximation via an N th




















where the numerical solution for q(x, t) as an N th order polynomial expansion is




j (t), such thatψj represents the local polynomial basis functions
and q(e)j are the expansion coefficients.
Now, since we have chosen to use the DG method for our spatial discretization, then the
vector solution space will be less restrictive than that of the CG method, such that the set of
polynomial basis functions, ψ, we choose can be any N th order interpolating polynomial
that belongswithin the finite-dimensional L2 Sobolev space, satisfying the following criteria
[3]:
1. The solution, q(e)N (x, t), and basis functions, ψj(x), are square-integrable and con-
tinuous within each element; however, continuity is not required at the elemental
boundaries.
2. The basis functions must be orthogonal to the numerical error, ε, incurred by approx-
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imating q(x, t) with q(e)N (x, t) as shown within the last term of Equation (1.2.2).




















































































































where S(q(e,k)N ) and F(q
(e,k)
N ) both represent the numerical fluxes for the slow and fast
terms respectively. The summation∑Nfk=1 adds the respective numerical flux contributions
from an elements neighboring elements, whereNf represents the total number of neighbors
(faces/boundaries), and n̂(e,k)Γ is the normal vector at an elemental boundary in the direction
of its kth neighbor [3]. For 1D problems we have that Nf = 2.
In order to implement DG, we need to expand q(e)N and its derivatives in terms of an N th
order polynomial basis function. In this work we chose to use a nodal basis where ψj(x) is
8
an interpolating Lagrange polynomial, such that:

























































All terms within Equation (1.2.10) must now be defined. Section 1.2.2 describes the
elemental matrices along with their respective basis functions, while Section 1.2.4 defines
the respective slow and fast terms, along with their respective fluxes.
1.2.2 1D Elemental Matrices and Basis Functions
The elemental matricesM (e)ij , D̃
(e)
ij , and F
(e)















































2 . Further details for defining
ξ are provided in Section 1.2.3. Furthermore, if we choose to build our 1D basis functions
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1.2.3 Mapping from Physical Space to Computational Space
When discretizing in space, we must choose not only the order (N ) of the interpolating
polynomial to represent our solution, but also the total number of elements, Ne. The com-
putational efficiency of the DG method will vary based on these choices, as the number of
time-steps will increase linearly with the number of elements, but (approximately) quadrat-
ically with the polynomial order. In 1D, the total number of DG points used to approximate
our solution is DGpoints = Ne(N + 1).
The reference element in computational space is usually defined as ξ ∈ [−1,+1]; therefore,
the 1D mapping for an element with points [x0, xN ] ∈ R in physical space to the reference




− 1, i = 0 : N , (1.2.14)
where ∆x(e) = (xmax−xmin)Ne . Furthermore, the reverse mapping in 1D from the reference
element points [−1,+1] to any element’s physical space points [x0, xN ] can be found using:
x0 = xmin + ∆x(e)(e− 1), e = 1 : Ne , (1.2.15a)
xi = x(ξi) = x0 +
∆x(e)
2 (ξi + 1), i = 0 : N . (1.2.15b)
Additionally, when using Galerkin methods to perform the spatial discretization of our
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problem, we have flexibility on choosing the specific points ξi ∈ [−1,+1] for i = 0, . . . , N,
to use when evaluating the Lagrange polynomials described in Section 1.2.2. The con-
ditioning of the matrices arising in DG depend strongly on the chosen quadrature points.
Though there are a variety of well-known, high quality quadrature points, we have chosen
to use the roots of Legendra-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) polynomials (i.e., Lobatto points), since
the basis functions constructed within each element are well-behaved at these points. LGL
polynomials also give points at the boundary of each element; therefore, they provide an
excellent approximation to our functions and their derivatives as the polynomial order (N )
increases.
Finally, when using either CG or DG methods, we have options for how to perform the
numerical integration (quadrature) when constructing the elemental matrices in Equations
(1.2.11a) - (1.2.11c). As previously mentioned, the orderN of the interpolating polynomial
and choice of points to use for quadrature must be selected. For our specific choice of
Lobatto points, we can accurately evaluate integrals up to 2N − 1 degree polynomials.
Since we are using affine meshes in 1D, the mass matrix arises from the product of two
degree N polynomials. Furthermore, since we use Lobatto quadrature, the mass matrix
though diagonal, will be inexact as we can only integrate polynomials of degree 2N − 1.
If we wanted an exact mass matrix there are two options. We could use Legendre-Gauss
points which lead to exact quadrature of degree 2N + 1 polynomials, but then we would
need to interpolate to evaluate the numerical fluxes as there are no interpolation points at the
element boundaries. The other option is to continue to use Lobatto points but interpolate to
a different quadrature grid for integration; however, this would result in a non-diagonal mass
matrix. Though neither of these options are too problematic in 1D, in multiple dimensions
both of these options introduce additional computational overheads.
For the terms on the RHS of our IBVP, often referred to as the stiffness matrices, the






















which involves a degree 3N − 1 polynomial. Though we could interpolate to a high-
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order quadrature grid to evaluate this integral exactly, we make the common choice using
underintegration and aliasing all terms at the Lobatto points. Using a high-order quadrature
would increase the spatial stability of the scheme, but since our focus is time-integration,
this is not done here.
1.2.4 Slow and Fast Terms















































to average the solutions between ele-
ments; see for example [4]. Finally, we complete the DG discretization of Equation (1.2.10)
by moving the second and third terms of (1.2.10) to the RHS and then multiply all terms by
the inverse mass matrix (M (e)ij )−1, such that

















where IN is the rank-N identity matrix.
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or for our purposes, it is better to keep the slow and fast terms separated such that Equation
(1.2.20) is written as the following semidiscretization:
dq(e)i
dt
= RS(q(e)j ) + RF (q
(e)
j ), (1.2.21)
where RS and RF are the slow and fast RHS terms respectively, and defined as


















Note, Equation (1.2.21) is only the discretization in space. The remainder of our dissertation
concerns the discretization in time.
1.3 Theory ofExtrapolationMethods forTime Integration
In this section we provide a brief discussion on the theory of extrapolation methods using
both Richardson’s and Gragg’s methods for time integration. These methods are examples
of how extrapolation can be used to generate higher-order methods using a lower-order base
method. Additionally, this section discusses the link between both RK and extrapolation,
as an extrapolation scheme can be written as an RK method when using a fixed number of
iterations. These ideas are helpful as they set the stage for the construction of our explicit
MR extrapolation method in Chapter 3.
1.3.1 Classical (Richardson) Extrapolation
A deep history of extrapolation methods can, in some sense, be traced back to Archimedes
in 250 BC, with the numerical approximations for the number π [5]. Although many
contributions have been made to extrapolation methods, those presented here are based on
the works of Richardson [6], [7] and Romberg [8].
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Richardson’s work primarily focused on the use of centered divided differences for solv-
ing ordinary differential equations (ODEs), where he used extrapolation to remove the first
global error term of orderO(h2). He termed his method “h2-extrapolation,” as he improved
his numerical method’s accuracy toO(h4) by using a single step of extrapolation. In 1955,
Romberg improved upon this method using composite trapezoidal approximations by suc-
cessively halving the step size of his method [8]. Specifically, he is responsible for deriving
the general extrapolation formula by linearly combining the computed approximations using
step sizes of h and h/2, which successfully eliminated the lower order error terms within
the asymptotic expansion of the global error function.
Defining the Local Error:
Let us first start with the following scalar IBVP:
q′(t) = f(t, q(t)), q(t0) = q0, (1.3.1)
and solve for the solution at time tn+1 using forward Euler’s method with a step size of h,
such that tn+1 = tn + h for n ≥ 0. The explicit forward Euler’s method and its local error,
dn, are:
qn+1 = qn + hf(tn, qn), (1.3.2a)
dn = qn+1 − qn − hf(tn, qn) = Cnh2 +O(h3), (1.3.2b)
where the coefficient Cn is independent of the step size h and is proportional to the first
higher order term not kept within the Taylor Series expansion of the numerical method used
(i.e., Cn ∼ q(p+1)(tn)), and where q(p) represents the pth-derivative of (1.3.1). For Euler’s
method above, the Cn term is:
Cn ∼ q′′(tn) = f ′(tn, qn). (1.3.3)
More precisely, if we assume that qn = q(tn), then Euler’s method in Equation (1.3.2a) can
be written as:
qn+1 = q(tn) + hf(tn, q(tn)), (1.3.4a)
= q(tn) + hq′(tn). (1.3.4b)
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Next, we take the Taylor series expansion of the exact solution, such that:
q(tn+1) = q(tn) + hq′(tn) +O(h2). (1.3.5)
Now, if we define the local error, dn, to be the error introduced in a single iteration of using
Euler’s method, then dn corresponds to the difference between the exact and numerical
solutions, such that:
dn = q(tn+1)− qn+1, (1.3.6a)
= q(tn) + hq′(tn) +O(h2)− (q(tn) + hq′(tn)), (1.3.6b)
= O(h2). (1.3.6c)
Therefore, the local error for Euler’s method is shown to be O(h2). Notice that if we











(4)(tn) + · · · , (1.3.7)
where we definedCn in Equation (1.3.2b) to be proportional to the first termwithin Equation
(1.3.7), such that:
Cn ∼ q′′(tn). (1.3.8)
To be exact, Cn = q
′′(tn)
2 in the case of forward Euler’s method. Therefore, if we combine
Equations (1.3.6) and (1.3.7) we will arrive at the expression for dn we had in Equation
(1.3.2b), where Cn is substituted into the first term of Equation (1.3.7) andO(h3) is used to
represent all of the remaining higher order terms. Notice that Euler’s method is first order
(i.e., p = 1), and has local error on the order of O(h2). In general, when solving the IBVP
in Equation (1.3.1) with an explicit RK method of order p, the local error will be on the
order of O(hp+1). We will therefore define the local error for an explicit pth-order method
as follows:
dn = Cnhp+1 +O(hp+2). (1.3.9)
We do not show the global error results here, as we are only concerned with the local error
estimation; however, the primary difference between global and local errors is that the later
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is determined by a single iteration of the numerical method, where the error in step n + 1
is evaluated assuming there was no error in step n. In contrast, the global error calculation
does not make the assumption that there is no error in step n, and is a measurement of all
the accumulated error between successive steps.
Computing Local Error Estimation:
Let the solution of the IBVP at time tn+1 using a step size of h be defined as qhn+1. If we
also compute the solution at tn+1 using two half-steps of size h2 , then the second solution is
defined as qh/2n+1. Since we are using the same base-method of order p, the second solution’s
local error at time tn+1 using two half-steps is expected to be 2p times smaller. The local
error schemes are defined as:
qhn+1 − q(tn+1) = Cnhp+1 +O(hp+2), (1.3.10a)
q
h/2
n+1 − q(tn+1) = 2Cn(h/2)p+1 +O(hp+2), (1.3.10b)
where the additional factor of 2 times Cn in Equation (1.3.10b) arises from the fact that
two steps of h2 were used instead of one step of size h. Additionally, q(tn+1) represents the
exact solution at time t = t0 +nh. Notice, if we subtract Equation (1.3.10a) from Equation
(1.3.10b) to remove the q(tn+1) term on the LHS, then
q
h/2
n+1 − qhn+1 = Cnhp+1(2−p − 1) +O(hp+2). (1.3.11)
Rearranging Equation (1.3.11) provides us with a local error estimation of our pth-order
method, such that




1− 2−p , (1.3.12)
where for small enough values of h we can disregard the O(hp+2) term.
Computing Higher-Order Methods:
Error estimation is important as it can be used to help determine the appropriate step size,
h, for a given method; however, it can be costly to compute error estimates at each time
step. However, if our goal is to create a higher-order method, then we can use the local
error estimate in (1.3.12) by adding it back into either Equation (1.3.10a) or (1.3.10b).
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For example, substituting (1.3.12) into (1.3.10b) results in
q
h/2




















2p − 1 +O(h
p+2). (1.3.13)
Finally, if we rearrange Equation (1.3.13) as follows:




2p − 1 +O(h
p+2), (1.3.14)
then the RHS of the above equation now represents a new approximation for the solution
q at time tn+1 that is on the order of O(hp+2). Comparing this to Equations (1.3.10a) -
(1.3.10b), which are on the order of O(hp+1), we have now combined the schemes with h









2p − 1 . (1.3.15)
Notice that our new method in Equation (1.3.14) is simply a linear combination of two
solutions computed using any pth-order “base method” with step sizes of h and h/2. For
example, if we compute qhn+1 and q
h/2
n+1 in Equation (1.3.15) using forward Euler as our base
method, then:




2f(tn, qn), and (1.3.16b)
qn+1 = qn+ 12 +
h
2f(tn+ 12 , qn+ 12 ), (1.3.16c)
where Equation (1.3.16a) represents the solution for qhn+1, and Equations (1.3.16b-1.3.16c)
represent the solution for qh/2n+1. Additionally, since our example uses the explicit forward
17






n+1 − qhn+1 +O(h3). (1.3.17)
This process of generating higher order methods using lower order base methods is known
as “the method of local extrapolation.” Notice that the local error of Equation (1.3.17) is
O(h3) with global error on the order ofO(h2). Furthermore, if we want to achieve another
higher order method with global error on the order of O(h3), then we simply continue this
process by generating another solution at time tn+1 using our base method with a step size
smaller than h/2. For example, let’s next choose a step size of h/3.






= qn+ 13 +
h
3f(qn+ 13 ),





n+1 − q(tn+1) = 3Cn(h/3)p+1 +O(hp+2).
(1.3.18)
Subtracting Equation (1.3.10b) fromEquation (1.3.18) results in the following error estimate





(3−p − 2−p) ≈ |dn|. (1.3.19)
Therefore, substituting this error estimate back into Equation (1.3.18) and rearranging terms
for the solution to q(tn+1) results in








If we now take the RHS of the above equation to represent a new approximation for the
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Note that both Equations (1.3.17) and (1.3.21) have local errors on the order of O(h3).
Therefore, we can now use both of these equations to remove the h3 error terms, leaving
us with a new method with local error O(h4). Neglecting all of the intermediate steps, the
















n+1, and is dependent
upon the sequence of step sizes chosen: h, h/2, and h/3.
Generalizing the Extrapolation Process:
We have just shown how we can use local error estimation to achieve a higher order
numerical approximation using a lower order base method. Therefore, let us now define the
form of the asymptotic h-expansion of the global error for a base method of order p, using
a step size of h as follows:
qh − q(t) = ep(t)hp + · · ·+ eN (t)hN + Eh(t)hN+1, (1.3.23)
where ei(t) are the solutions of inhomogeneous differential equations and do not depend
on the step size h, where Eh is bounded for t0 ≤ t ≤ tend, and ei(t0) = 0 for all i [9], [10],
[11]. In the previous examples we chose step sizes of h, h/2, and h/3. More generally, if
we define a sequence of positive integers
{nj}1≤j≤M , with nj < nj+1, (1.3.24)
and a corresponding sequence of step sizes





thenwe can compute the numerical solution to the IBVP in Equation (1.3.1) using a pth-order
“base method” that we define as qhj , to numerically approximate q(t) at time t = t0 + H
using nj steps of the base method with step size hj and macro-step of H . More precisely,
we define our base method as
qhj (t0 +H) := Tj,1 for 1 ≤ j ≤M, (1.3.26)
whereM represents the total number of numerical approximations using the pth-order base
method we have chosen. We then linearly combine theM approximations via the classical
Richardson extrapolation process described in Section 1.3.1 to eliminate the ei(t) error
terms within the asymptotic h-expansion of the global error equation shown in Equation
(1.3.23).
It is described in [11] and proven in [12] that an efficient iterative process for computing
each Tj,k approximation is through the use of the Aitken-Neville algorithm:





, for k + 1 ≤ j ≤M. (1.3.27)
Although there have been several sequence choices proposed for {nj}, the most computa-
tionally efficient sequence to use is the “harmonic sequence" [12]
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . . (1.3.28)
Additionally, it is convenient to represent all of the Tj,k results using the following extrap-
olation tableau with associated p-order as described in [9].
Table 1.3.1. Tableau of Tj,k Solutions with Corresponding Base Method
Orders
(a) Tj,k Solution Tableau (b) Classical Orders for a pth-order Base Method
T11 p
T21 T22 p p+ 1









TM,1 TM,2 TM,3 · · · TM,M p p+ 1 p+ 2 · · · p+M − 1
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Note that Table 1.3.1(a) not only depicts the final solution TM,M that can be generated via
the extrapolation process by iterating through the entire {nj} sequence, but it also shows in
1.3.1(b) the usefulness of extrapolation in producing a sequence of lower-order embedded
methods, which can easily be used for local error estimation, step size control and variable
order strategies as shown by Hairer in [11]. Furthermore, the order of each Tj,k solution is
on the order of O(hp+k−1).
For completeness of our previous extrapolation examples within this section, we have
conveniently listed the following numerical solution approximations in their equivalent Tj,k
annotation with reference to their equation numbers:
T11 := qhn+1, (1.3.16a)
T21 := qh/2n+1, (1.3.16c) T22 := q̂
h/2
n+1, (1.3.17)
T31 := qh/3n+1, (1.3.18) T32 := q̂
h/3
n+1, (1.3.21) T33 := ˆ̂q
h/3
n+1. (1.3.22)
Fixed Iteration Extrapolation Methods:
As previously mentioned in the introduction (Section 1.3), when the above extrapolation
scheme uses a fixed number of iterations, the entire process can be considered as a one-step
explicit Runge-Kutta (ERK) method. In other words, each Tj,k solution in Table 1.3.1(a) is
an ERK method [10], [11]. We discuss ERK methods in more detail in Chapter 2.
When using forward Euler as the base method, the extrapolation process results in an s-stage
ERK method, with s = P
2−P+2
2 stages [11] and P represents the desired global accuracy.
For example, to compute the T33 solution above, which has global error of order O(h3),
then p = 1 and P = 3. Therefore, the number of stage evaluations for the new ERKmethod
is s = 3
2−3+2
2 = 4. Simply put, T33 represents a 4-stage ERK method that is 3
rd order
accurate.
Finally, since T33 is simply a linear combination of the solutions Tj,1 for j = 1, . . . , 3, as
shown in Equation (1.3.22), then we can write this equation as follows:
T33 =
9




Since we know that each of the Tj,1 solutions in Equation (1.3.29) is generated using forward
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− 4qn − 2h
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where we have color coded the coefficients in both Equations (1.3.31) - (1.3.32) for easier
comparison. Furthermore, it may be easier to view Equation (1.3.31) in its ERK stage
formula, where we have let h = ∆t:
K1 = f(tn, qn),
K2 = f(tn +
∆t
2 , qn +
∆t
2 K1) ,
K3 = f(tn +
∆t
3 , qn +
∆t
3 K1) ,
K4 = f(tn +
2∆t
3 , qn +
∆t
3 [K1 +K3]) ,
T33 := qn+1 = qn +
∆t
2 (−4K2 + 3K3 + 3K4),
(1.3.33)
We discuss the above Butcher tableau form in more detail within Chapter 2.
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Explicit-Euler Extrapolation Algorithm:
In the above section we have shown how the extrapolation process works using explicit
forward Euler as the base method; however, it is useful to view the process outlined in
Equations (1.3.24) - (1.3.28) using Algorithm 1.3.1, which can also be found in [13].
Algorithm 1.3.1 Explicit-Euler (Richardson) Extrapolation
for k = 1→M do
Yk,0 = qn
for j = 1→ k do




for k = 2→M do
for j = k →M do







 Compute first-order approximations
using explicit-Euler method
with hj = Hnj step-sequence
 Note: nj = k for harmonic sequence
 Perform extrapolation using
Aitken-Neville formula to order k
 New higher-order solution value
 Embedded method solution value
Although it is not required, we can also store q̂n+1 = TM−1,M−1, which is the embedded
method solution value and can be used for error estimation and/or step-size selection.
1.3.2 Gragg Extrapolation
As shown in the previous section, extrapolation offers a simple way to obtain higher
order solutions using lower order methods. In this section we briefly review a significant
contribution to extrapolation due to Gragg [10]. Specifically, he proved that by using the
midpoint rule as the “base method” for extrapolation, the global error function contains only
even powers of h, such that its asymptotic expansion is in powers of h2 [10], as opposed to
Equation (1.3.23) which is in terms of h when using forward Euler as the base method.
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To solve the IBVP in Equation (1.3.1), Gragg’s method is defined as:
q0 = q(t0)
q1 = q0 + hf(t0, q0)
qi+1 = qi−1 + 2hf(ti, qi), for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,
Sh(tn) := qn+1 =
1
2(qn + qn−1 + hf(t0 +H, qn))
(1.3.34)
where ti = t0 + ih, and h is determined by the sequence {hj} [10], [11]. Additionally,
the final step in the method computes the solution Sh(t), which is used as a smoothing step
(weighted average) for improved stability.
Since the midpoint method is a multi-step method which solves for qi+1 using information
from qi and qi−1, it requires a starting method. Gragg recommended using the explicit
forward Euler scheme for both convenience and stability. More importantly, he proved that
the specific choice of using forward Euler as the starting method ensured the error function
for the method would have an asymptotic expansion in powers of h2 [14].
Neglecting the smoothing step in Equation (1.3.34), the error function has the following
expansion as shown by Shampine [14], provided that the function, f(t, q(t)), from the IBVP
in Equation (1.3.1) is sufficiently smooth:
qh − q(t) =
M∑
k=1
h2k[ek(t) + (−1)(t−t0)/hẽk(t)] +O(h2M+2). (1.3.35)
Notice that the coefficient in front of the ẽk(t) term in Equation (1.3.35) has an oscillatory




2[qn + qn−1 + hf(tn, qn)], (1.3.36)
to remove the oscillations. Notice that the midpoint rule:
qn+1 = qn−1 + 2hf(tn, qn), (1.3.37)
can be written in terms of qn−1, such that when substituted into Equation (1.3.36), the
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function vn can also be written as:
vn =
1
2[qn + qn+1 − hf(tn, qn)]. (1.3.38)




















Notice that the oscillatory behavior in the leading term of the asymptotic error function has
now been removed. Therefore, as previously mentioned, the last step in Gragg’s method
(1.3.34) was to compute the final solution using Equation (1.3.36), which he defined as the
“smoothing” function Sh(t), where
Sh(tn) := vn =
1
2[qn + qn−1 + hf(tn, qn)]. (1.3.41)
In [14], Shampine states that the smoothing function is an unnecessary stepwhen performing
extrapolation using the midpoint rule, as the process of extrapolation naturally removes the
first error terms. He further provides an explanation in [15] for performing extrapolation
without the use of the Sh(t) function. Additionally, Shampine’s conclusions are supported
by Deuflhard and Bornemann in [16] when they state “Formerly, Gragg’s smoothing step
was thought to promise a better-behaved discretization. But the resulting improvement in
the total computational time observed in practice has been foundmarginal at best.” It should
be noted that the smoothing function is recommended when using the midpoint (leapfrog)
method in the absence of an extrapolation process as increased stability has been shown.
This is known as the Robert-Asselin time filter and new filters can be found in a paper by
Williams [17].
This does not discount Gragg’s method; it simply implies that the smoothing step is not a
necessary requirement when used in conjunction with the extrapolation process. Further-
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more, his results still show that the midpoint rule is an excellent choice for extrapolation
based on the h2 error expansion from Equation (1.3.35). Therefore, it can be shown that the
extrapolation process eliminates two powers of h at each iteration when using the midpoint
rule as the base method for extrapolation.
Aitken-Neville Algorithm for Symmetric Methods:
Finally, it is shown in both [10] and [11] that Gragg’s method leads to a slight modification
in the Aitken-Neville algorithm in Equation (1.3.27), such that the nj/nj−k term in the
numerator must now be squared when computing the Tj,k approximations, such that the
modified formula is now:




, for k + 1 ≤ j ≤M. (1.3.42)
Step-Sequence Selection:
As with Richardson extrapolation, Gragg’s extrapolation method also requires a step-
sequence, {nj}, to be selected for the iterative process. However, since the midpoint
rule is a symmetric method, the sequence of nj terms is required to be even. Common
choices for symmetric methods are:
{nj} = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, . . . , where nj = 2nj−1, for j = 2, 3, 4, . . . (1.3.43a)
{nj} = 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, . . . , where nj = 2nj−2, for j = 4, 5, 6, . . . (1.3.43b)
{nj} = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, . . . , where nj = 2j, for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . (1.3.43c)
The sequence in Equation (1.3.43a) was proposed by Romberg, Bulirsch and Stöer [18]
proposed the sequence in Equation (1.3.43b), and Deuflhard [12], [19] suggested that the
sequence inEquation (1.3.43c) is themost efficient of the three for higher order extrapolation,
in terms of minimizing the total number of RHS evaluations computed.
Fixed Iteration Extrapolation:
Just as we saw with Richardson’s extrapolation, Gragg also states in [10] that when his
method “is coupled with the Neville scheme using a fixed number of extrapolations per step
h0, then the entire process is a Runge-Kutta (one-step) method.”
Furthermore, when using the explicit midpoint rule as the “base method”, the extrapolation
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process results in an s-stage ERK method, where s = P
2+ 4
4 stages [11] and P represents
the desired higher order approximation on the order ofO(hP ). Because the method results
in even powers of h, we only seek higher order approximations for P = 4, 6, 8, . . . , etc.
Gragg Extrapolation Algorithm for Fixed Order:
We now show Gragg’s extrapolation method in Algorithm 1.3.2 for fixed order approxima-
tions, where “the number of stages increases quadratically with the order” [13]. The step
sequence used within the algorithm is Equation (1.3.43c) due to its proven efficiency [12],
[19] over the other two sequences.
Algorithm 1.3.2 Explicit-Midpoint (Gragg) Extrapolation
r = P/2
for k = 1→ r do
Yk,0 = qn
Yk,1 = Yk,0 + H2kf(Yk,0)
for j = 2→ 2k do




for k = 2→ r do
for j = k → r do








 Compute second-order approximations
using Deuflhard step-sequence
 Initial explicit-Euler step
Midpoint steps
 Perform Extrapolation using
Aitken-Neville formula for
symmetric methods to order 2k
 New higher-order solution value
 Embedded method solution value
Notice that if we only desire a second order approximation to the IBVP, then we choose
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P = 2, such that Algorithm 1.3.2 reduces to:
P = 2 → r = 1,
Y10 = qn,
Y11 = Y10 +
H
2 f(Y10),
T11 := Y12 = Y10 +Hf(Y11),
(1.3.44)
which is equivalent to the midpoint rule (RK22) found in Equation (2.1.10) of Chapter 2.
Since Gragg’s method uses a second order base method, there is no extrapolation procedure
required unless P ≥ 4. Note, Gragg’s extrapolation method is originally intended for
non-fixed order extrapolation where the number of extrapolation steps varied during time
stepping to achieve a desired tolerance.
To see the correspondence between Gragg and RK we let P = 4 so that r = 2, which gives






Using the definitions for T11 and T21, Equation (1.3.44) is equivalent to the following RK
scheme:
Y20 = qn,
Y21 = Y20 +
H
4 f(Y20),
Y22 = Y20 +
H
2 f(Y21),
Y23 = Y21 +
H
2 f(Y22),




1.3.3 Richardson versus Gragg Extrapolation Comparison
In this subsection we compare the efficiency and order of accuracy of the two extrapolation
methods in Algorithms (1.3.1) and (1.3.2), using both the linear SWE and non-linear SWE
as described by Equations (B.0.1) - (B.0.4) and Equations (1.1.11) - (1.1.13), respectively.
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Although we care about the order of accuracy of the extrapolation methods, we must also
consider their efficiency, which we measure by computing their operation count.
Operation Count:
In general, the operation count of a method is simply determined by looking at the most
time consuming (i.e., expensive) operation within the algorithm. For ODE solvers, the most
expensive operation is the RHS function evaluation of f(Yk,j).
In comparison to other well-known SRRKmethods such as RK2 (midpoint rule) or the clas-
sical RK4, which require two and four functional evaluations (per time-step) respectively,
the explicit forward Euler extrapolation method in Section 1.3.1 requires three functional
evaluations to achieve second order accuracy and 10 functional evaluations per time-step for
a fourth order approximation. Likewise, the Gragg extrapolation process requires two and
six functional evaluations per time-step for second and fourth order accuracy, respectively.
This can be seen in Table 1.3.2, which compares the total number of RHS evaluations per
time-step for the IBVP in Equation (1.3.1) using both the Richardson and Gragg extrapola-
tion methods.
Table 1.3.2. f(Yj,k) Functional Evaluation Comparison for Richardson vs.
Gragg Extrapolation
Number of RHS Functional Evaluations (per time-step)
Order of Accuracy 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th
Explicit-Euler (Richardson) Extrap 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55
Explicit-Midpoint (Gragg) Extrap - 2 - 6 - 12 - 20 - 30
The results in Table 1.3.2 can be expressed in closed form using the following equations:
RHS Evaluations (Richardson) = M
2 +M
2 , M = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , (1.3.47a)
RHS Evaluations (Gragg) = P
2 + 2P
4 , P = 2, 4, 6, 8, . . . . (1.3.47b)
When comparing the two extrapolation methods we have discussed within this chapter,
Gragg’s method is theoretically more efficient than Richardson’s since its asymptotic error
expansion is in powers of h2. However, we find that this efficiency also depends on
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the computational difficulty of the RHS evaluations. For example, if the RHS function
is a simple calculation, then lower order (P < 4) Richardson extrapolations might still
be computationally more efficient as the total computation of each method is not solely
dependent on the RHS. We now use our IBVP to numerically verify the results from Table
1.3.2.
Work-Precision Plots:
In Figure 1.3.1 we show the results for Richardson and Gragg extrapolation methods, where
we solved the linear SWE from Equations (B.0.1) - (B.0.4). For simplicity, we assumed
g = hB = 1 and used a wave frequency constant of c = 8 within the initial condition
from Equation (B.0.3). Furthermore, the spatial discretization method used an inexact DG
method with 16th order polynomials within 25 elements. The decision to use a high order
spatial method is because we are interested in analyzing the error of the two extrapolation
time-integration schemes.
Figure 1.3.1. Work-Precision Plot for Linear SWE Using Explicit-Euler
(Richardson) vs. Explicit-Midpoint (Gragg) Extrapolation.
Notice that Figure 1.3.1 only displays the error results for hs as the results for U are similar.
Here we used values of P = 4, 6, and 8, for both methods, where it is easily seen that the
Gragg extrapolation method is more efficient than Richardson’s method for all values of
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P selected. Furthermore, Gragg’s method also achieves a higher order of accuracy as the
step-size decreases for P > 4. Finally, all results are computed using time, 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.4
and values of P ≥ 10 are not used as the time integration schemes already achieve the best
accuracy possible given the spatial discretization parameters.
Let’s now look at the results for these twomethodswhen solving themore difficult non-linear


















for g = hB = 1. Using the same assumptions and parameters as before, the work-precision
results for the non-linear SWE can be seen in Figures 1.3.2a and 1.3.2b.
(a) P = 4, 6, 8 (b) P = 6, 8
Figure 1.3.2. Work-Precision Plot for Non-Linear SWE Using Richardson vs.
Gragg Extrapolation.
Notice that when solving the non-linear shallow water equations with both extrapolation
methods, Gragg’s method is once again noticeably faster (i.e. uses fewer RHS evaluations)
thanRichardson’smethod, as shown in Figure 1.3.2a, which displays the results forP = 4, 6,
and 8. We have also including the zoomed in results for P = 6 and 8 in Figure 1.3.2b.
However, we do notice that the accuracy achieved for all of the non-linear solutions was
significantly worse than the solution accuracy observed when solving the linear problem
shown in Figure 1.3.1.
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For example, using P = 8, Gragg’s method achieved approximately 10−14 accuracy for
the linear SWE as opposed to approximately 10−8.5 when solving the non-linear problem.
Therefore, to ensure the decrease in accuracy is not attributed to the respective time-
integration schemes, we recomputed each time-integration method using the DG method
with 32nd order polynomials in each spatial element.
Figure 1.3.3. Extrapolation Work-Precision Plot for Non-Linear SWE using
Inexact DG, with 32nd Order Polynomials.
Results are found in Figure 1.3.3, where we now observe that the numerical accuracy of
both extrapolation methods is improved when solving the non-linear problem, by simply
using a higher order spatial DG method. Therefore, the lower accuracy seen in Figure 1.3.2
was attributed to the spatial error of the method, and not the time-integration schemes.
Furthermore, the above figure once again highlights that Gragg’s method is more efficient
than Richardson’s for all choices of P used.
Since all of thework-precision results were computed for time on the interval of 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.4,
we can infer that Gragg’s method would be even more efficient over Richardson’s, if we
were to run our computations on a much longer time interval. Furthermore, the theoretical
results from Table 1.3.2 are supported by the numerical results within the work-precision
plots above. For example, the explicit-Euler scheme requires nine more RHS function
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evaluations when P = 6 and a total of 16 more RHS evaluations when P = 8. These
additional RHS computations when using Richardson’s method are why we are seeing the
improved efficiency of Gragg’s extrapolation method within both Figures 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.
Furthermore, the total number of RHS computations for each method becomes even more
significant depending on the dimensionality of the problem. For example, our results were
only computed in one-dimension (1D), where we can assume that if the problem were
increased to 2D or 3D, we would find that Gragg’s method would be even more efficient
than Richardson’s method.
Finally, it is important to note that we only showed results for P ≤ 8 within the work-
precision plots, aswe found there is no advantage in constructing a higher order extrapolation
method (i.e., P ≥ 10), in terms of the accuracy achieved versus computational efficiency,
with regards to the test IBVP we are solving. To further demonstrate this, we will now
display a comparison of the order of accuracy and convergence rates between the two
methods.
Order of Accuracy and Convergence Rates Plots:
Before we move on, we need to define the maximum stable Courant value. We previously
mentioned in Section 1.2.3 our choice of using Lobatto points within each spatial element
to construct theN th order interpolating polynomials. These points are based on the roots of
the Lobatto polynomial where each spatial element within our inexact DG method consists
ofN + 1 Lobatto points, which are used for both interpolation and quadrature. One benefit
in using Lobatto points is that they are not equally spaced throughout the element. Instead,
the points become increasingly closer to one another at the elemental boundaries, which is
beneficial when constructing high order polynomials through these points. Furthermore, the
minimum distance between any two points within an element is determined by computing
∆xmin = x2 − x1 for x ∈ [x1, xN+1].
For hyperbolic problems, the overall numerical approximation for a single-rate method is
advanced in time using a specific choice of time-step size, ∆t; however, the maximum stable
step-size is limited by the smallest ∆xwithin the spatial discretization of each element (i.e.,
∆xmin). The relationship between ∆xmin and ∆t is known as the Courant value (σ) or the
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition, such that the maximum Courant value for our






where |u| represents the slow wave speed and
√
gh represents the fast wave speed. A brief
discussion on stability of these methods is provided in Section 1.3.4.
Continuing on with our results, Figures 1.3.4a and 1.3.4b show the order of accuracy and
convergence rates for solving the linear SWE using Richardson and Gragg extrapolation,
respectively. Notice that there is no benefit in constructing the explicit-Euler extrapolation
for P ≥ 8 as the 7th order extrapolation already achieves approximately 10−12 accuracy
for its largest stable Courant value (σ ≈ 2.25). Likewise, Gragg’s method achieves its best
accuracy at approximately 10−13.5 for its largest stable Courant value (σ ≈ 2.45) using
P = 8, with no added benefit in constructing P ≥ 10 order extrapolations. Additionally,
the convergence rates for each method match the theoretical order of accuracy we expect to
see.
(a) Explicit-Euler (Richardson) Extrapolation (b) Explicit-Midpoint (Gragg) Extrapolation
Figure 1.3.4. Order of Accuracy / Convergence Rates Plot for Linear SWE
Using Richardson vs. Gragg Extrapolation.
For example, within both Figures 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 we display on each line the method’s






where normi is the L2-error norm of the method with respect to ∆ti.
Let’s now look at the non-linear results, where we will use 32nd order polynomials to
construct our DG method. Figures 1.3.5a and 1.3.5b show the order of accuracy and
convergence rates for solving the non-linear SWEusingRichardson andGragg extrapolation,
respectively. In the case of the non-linear problem, Richardson extrapolation achieves
the best accuracy at approximately 10−12 for P = 5 and σ ≈ 0.85, with no benefit
in constructing the explicit-Euler extrapolations for P ≥ 6. Likewise, Gragg’s method
also achieves its best accuracy at approximately 10−13 for largest stable Courant value
of σ ≈ 1.125 using P = 10; however, there is no added benefit in constructing Gragg
extrapolations for P > 6, as the 6th order method achieves roughly the same level of
accuracy as the 8th and 10th order extrapolations, while using significantly fewer RHS
evaluations.
(a) Explicit-Euler (Richardson) Extrapolation (b) Explicit-Midpoint (Gragg) Extrapolation
Figure 1.3.5. Order of Accuracy / Convergence Rates Plot for Non-Linear
SWE Using Richardson vs. Gragg Extrapolation.
This can be seen in Table 1.3.3, which compares the wall clock times, total RHS evaluations
and accuracy for the Gragg extrapolation method for increasing values of P .
In summary, the numerical results we achieved are consistent with the theoretical order
of accuracy and convergence rates we expect when solving both the linear and non-linear
shallow water equations. Furthermore, our results highlight the benefit in using Gragg’s
extrapolation method as it performed slightly better than Richardson’s when considering
both the computational efficiency and accuracy regardless of the choice of P .
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Table 1.3.3. RHS Evaluation Comparison for Gragg Extrapolation
Non-Linear SWE, n = 32, Ne = 25, c = 8, g = 1, hB = 1
P - Order Max Courant (σ) Time (S) Total RHS Evals Accuracy (hS) Accuracy (U )
2 0.417 34.98 6908 1.717e-5 1.674e-4
4 0.625 66.91 13830 6.611e-11 5.844e-10
6 0.792 89.65 21828 2.351e-13 2.852e-12
8 0.959 132.29 30040 1.517e-13 1.626e-12
10 1.125 157.21 38430 2.379e-13 3.006e-12
1.3.4 Internal Stability Analysis of Extrapolation Methods
In this subsection we briefly discuss the internal stability of both Richardson and Gragg’s
extrapolation methods for fixed iterations. As previously shown, when extrapolation meth-
ods are used with a fixed number of iterations, they can be viewed as ERK methods;
therefore, the same internal stability and error propagation analysis techniques performed
on Runge-Kutta methods can be used to analyze the stability regions of the extrapolation
algorithms.
This analysis typically begins with approximating the solution of the scalar IBVP we have
seen in Equation (1.3.1):
q′(t) = λq(t), λ ∈ C ,
q(t0) = q0 ,
(1.3.51)
such that Equation (1.3.51) is modified where f(q) = λq, z = λτ , and τ := H = tn+1− tn.
Internal Stability Polynomial of Explicit-Euler (Richardson) Extrapolation:
If we apply Algorithm 1.3.1 to the scalar IBVP problem in (1.3.51), then:
Ỹk,j = Ỹk,j−1 +
H
k














Ỹk,j−1 + r̃k,j ,
(1.3.52)
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where we have also added the internal residual error term, r̃k,j , to the method, such that
r̃k,0 = 0. Note, these errors arise due to roundoff and can affect the accuracy of the solution.
Continuing with Algorithm 1.3.1, each Tk,1 solution is then equivalent to its corresponding
Ỹk,k solution, such that:




Ỹ10 + r̃11 , (1.3.53a)
T21 ≡ Ỹ22 =
(



































which implies that the general form of each Tk,1 solution for the explicit-Euler extrapolation
method (i.e., T EEk,1) can be found by:













Notice that we have replaced the Tk,0 terms with qn based on the starting solution of each
step within the algorithm. The result in Equation (1.3.54) can also be found in the work by
Ketcheson [20].
The next step in the algorithm is to perform extrapolation using the Aitken-Neville formula,





(M − k)! (k − 1)!T
EE
k,1 , (1.3.55)
where the T EEk,1 term in Equation (1.3.55) can be replaced by Equation (1.3.54). Therefore,





















Finally, the stability polynomial P (z) of the method is determined by consolidating the qn





















= 1 + z , (1.3.58)



















where this pattern continues, such that the stability polynomial for the explicit-Euler extrap-















Internal Stability Polynomial of the Explicit-Midpoint (Gragg) Extrapolation:
Similar to Richardson extrapolation, the stability polynomial for Gragg’s method can also























where Tn(·) and Un(·) represent the nth Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second
kind, respectively [20]. For example, the first kind can be represented as functions of either
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x or θ as follows:
Tn(x) = cos(n cos−1(x)), (1.3.62a)
Tn(cos(θ)) = cos(nθ), (1.3.62b)







Using Equations (1.3.60) and (1.3.61) we can plot the stability regions for both extrapolation
methods. However, since they both share the same stability polynomial, the only difference
in Figure 1.3.6 is that Gragg’s method is only valid for even orders of P . As previously
mentioned in Section 1.3.1, both extrapolation methods are equivalent to an explicit Runge-
Kutta (ERK) method when the P order is fixed. The stability regions for 1 ≤ P ≤ 8 are
shown in Figure 1.3.6.
Figure 1.3.6. Stability Regions for Pth Order Richardson and Gragg Extrap-
olation Methods.
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1.4 Multirate Extrapolation Literature Review
The study and prior development of multirate time-integration schemes is well studied and
spans over 60 years, with the earliest numerical methods occurring from 1960 through
the early 1990s, within the works of [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. Throughout the 2000s,
significant contributions to the development of various MR methods are presented in the
studies of [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], with some of the
most recent results found in [38], [39], [9], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47] from
early 2010 to the present. With respect to previous MR time-integration schemes based on
Richardson extrapolation using explicit forward Euler, please see Engstler and Lubich [22].
Additionally, Constantinescu and Sandu developed extrapolated implicit-explicit (IMEX)
time-stepping methods in 2010 within [9] and extrapolated MR explicit Euler and linearly
implicit Euler methods in 2013 within [40].
Multirate Extrapolation Methods for Differential Equations with Different Time Scales:
The first multirate extrapolation scheme was developed by Engstler and Lubich [22], which
they called multirate extrapolation (MURX), and is based on Richardson extrapolation
using forward Euler as the base method. The MURX time integration scheme is used in
conjunction with an adaptive/dynamic partitioning of the slow and fast components of their
problems spatial grid, which are integrated simultaneously. At the start of each time step,
all fast and slow spatial components are activated (i.e., solution values are computed for
active components and not computed for inactive components). Then, at each time interval
of the MURX method, active components transition from an active status to an inactive
status within the extrapolation process, based on predetermined tolerances for the slow and
fast components, respectively.
Specifically, their method inactivates the slow components at earlier extrapolation levels,
with higher order extrapolation continuing to be performed on the faster components until
all spatial components reach an inactive status. Let’s consider some ith component that is
currently active. If the following extrapolation solutions for say T i11, T i21, and T i22 have been
computed for the ith spatial component, then the following error estimation is calculated
for component i as follows:
|T i22 − T i21|< tol. (1.4.1)
If the error estimation in Equation (1.4.1) is below the given tolerance, then solution T i22 is
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accepted, such that
T i22 ≈ qi(t0 +H), (1.4.2)
and component i becomes inactive. However, if the error estimation is not less than the
tolerance, then the ith component remains active and the extrapolation process continues
until the error estimation for
|T ij,k+1 − T ij,k|< tol, k + 1 ≤ j, (1.4.3)
is satisfied.
Once the extrapolation process is complete for all slow and fast components within the re-
spective time step, the method reactivates all components and then restarts the extrapolation
process using the next time interval. This process continues until the MURX method has
reached final time. Additionally, because their spatial grid is constructed using adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR), both the fast and slow components can transition from slow to
fast and vice-a-versa within each respective time step. Furthermore, since MURX is used
to solve problems with changing spatial elements, it is considered to fall within a subset
of multirate methods known as component partitioning or geometric partitioning multirate
methods, as opposed to other MR methods that are constructed by splitting the RHS of the
problem into fast and slow processes. These RHS splitting schemes are sometimes referred
to as split (explicit/IMEX) time-integration schemes, as well as process partition multirate
methods; see [3] for a more complete review of geometric and process partitioned methods.
As a final note, although the MURX method is considered multirate by the authors, each
time step uses the same macro step-size for solving the fast and slow components. Although
this time step is fixed, their method is multirate in the sense that the fast components are
evaluated at every time step, while the slow components are not.
Extrapolated Implicit-Explicit (IMEX) Time Stepping:
We previously discussed the use of forward Euler and the midpoint rule as potential base
methods for extrapolation; however, in [9], Constantinescu and Sandu developed a new fam-
ily of extrapolated methods, which use three different IMEX base methods for extrapolation.
The base methods we have reviewed so far are the forward Euler method:
qn+1 = qn + h(S(qn) + F (qn)), (1.4.4)
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and Gragg’s Method without smoothing, which uses the following midpoint rule:
q1 = q0 + h(S(q0) + F (t0, q0)), (1.4.5a)
qi+1 = qi−1 + 2h(S(ti, qi) + F (ti, qi)), for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (1.4.5b)
Both Equations (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) are fully explicit base methods for extrapolation, where
we have written them in terms of the following initial value problem, which involves both
a slow (S) and fast (F ) process, respectively:
q′(t) = f(t, q(t)), f(t, q(t)) = S(t, q) + F (t, q), q(t0) = q0, t ≥ t0. (1.4.6)
An issue with using Equations (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) to solve the IBVP in Equation (1.4.6)
is that both the fast and slow processes are advanced using the same global step-size, h.
Therefore, the overall stability of the method is restricted by the fast process, which dictates
the maximum step-size that can be used. In [9], the extrapolation base methods are derived
from the linearly implicit Euler method, also known as backward Euler, which is written as
follows:
qn+1 = qn + h(S(qn+1) + F (qn+1)). (1.4.7)
Since the slow and fast processes on the RHS of Equation (1.4.7) cannot be directly solved
for using qn+1, we instead use a first order Taylor series expansion approximation, such that
Equation (1.4.7) becomes:
qn+1 = qn +
[
I − h(S + F )′(qn)
]−1(
hS(qn) + hF (qn)
)
, (1.4.8)
where [I − h(S + F )′(qn)]−1 contains the Jacobian matrix of the slow and fast processes.
The specific details for approximating Equation (1.4.7) with Equation (1.4.8) can be found
in Appendix C.
Constantinescu and Sandu [9], call their three base methods W-IMEX, pure-IMEX, and
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split-IMEX, which are slight variations to Equation (1.4.8) and are defined as follows:
qn+1 = qn +
[
I − hF ′(qn)
]−1(
hS(qn) + hF (qn)
)
, [W-IMEX] (1.4.9a)
qn+1 = qn + hS(qn) +
[





qn+1 = q∗ +
[




; q∗ = qn + hS(qn). [split-IMEX] (1.4.9c)
In all three IMEX methods above, the fast (stiff) process is solved implicitly, while the slow
(non-stiff) process is solved explicitly. They note that theW-IMEXmethod is essentially the
same as the linearly implicit Euler method, except for the Jacobian, which is approximated
by the Jacobian of the fast process only. They show that this is sufficient for stability
and makes the overall method computationally more efficient. For the pure-IMEX and
split-IMEX methods, the same Jacobian approximation is used; however, the slow and fast
process are computed separately, “making them truly IMEX schemes” [9].
The advantage with IMEX methods is that the fast processes (i.e., stiff terms, such as
acoustic or gravity waves) are solved implicitly, while the slow processes (i.e., non-stiff
terms, such as advection waves) are solved explicitly. The combination of implicit-explicit
schemes is that there is no restriction on the maximum step-size used for the fast terms;
however, this benefit is not free and comes at the cost of solving a system of non-linear
equations, which can be computationally expensive. The slow processes are integrated
using the explicit method, where the maximum step-size used is no longer restricted by
the fast process. Therefore, we can think of IMEX methods as process partition multirate
methods.
Extrapolated Multirate Methods for Differential Equations with Multiple Time Scales:
In addition to their IMEX extrapolation methods developed in [9], Constantinescu and
Sandu developed three new multirate base methods in [40] for use with Richardson extrap-
olation. Similar to the works by Engstler and Lubich [22], their three methods “extend
[the MURX] strategy to extrapolated explicit and implicit compound multirate steps,” for
solving problems where the solution vector can be partitioned into m-components, each
with their own respective time-scale.
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A simplified two-scale problem form = 2 is:
{
y′(t) = f(x, y(x), z(x))









, x > x0, (1.4.10)
where y and z represent the slow and fast components, respectively. The first of their three
methods for solving Equation (1.4.10) is the m-rate multirate explicit Euler extrapolation
(MREX) method, which is a fully explicit multirate extrapolation scheme that uses forward
Euler as its base method. It is defined in [40] as follows:
MREX:
{
yn+1 = yn + hf(yn, zn)
zn+ im
= zn+ i−1m +
h
mg(Yn+ i−1m , zn+ i−1m ) , i = 1, . . . ,m,
(1.4.11)
where m ≥ 1 ∈ Z. Notice that in Equation (1.4.11), that both the fast and slow solutions
are advanced using the explicit forward Euler method; however, the slow components use a
step-size of h, while the fast components requirem-steps of step-size hm .
Notice that the fast component, z, requires knowledge about the slow component, y, at times
tn+ i−1m
that must be approximated for since y is not computed at these intermediate time
values. Therefore, the MREX method considers three possible options for Yn+ i−1m , which

















The other two methods found in [40] are both fully implicit multirate base methods for
use with the Richardson extrapolation procedure. Similar to the MREX method, these two
implicit methods are called MRLIM#1 andMRLIM#2, where MRLIM stands for anm-rate
multirate linearly implicit method based off of the backward Euler method. Note, all three
methods proposed in their paper fall within the geometric partition multirate methods.
Noticeable differences from the MREX, MRLIM#1 and MRLIM#2 methods from that of
the MURX method proposed by Engstler and Lubich [22] is that all three methods are
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“multirate" within the base method itself. This means that the base extrapolation method is
constructed with both fast and slow components, as opposed to the MURX method, which
uses a single-rate forward Euler method as its base method. Furthermore, the MURX
method dynamically partitions the spatial domain into fast and slow components via AMR
at each time-step, whereas the three methods from [40] perform geometric partitioning only
once, at the very beginning.
Summary of Multirate Extrapolation Methods:
When reviewing the methods developed within [22], [9], [40], we notice that all previous
multirate extrapolation schemes only consider using either the forward Euler method or the
linearly implicit Euler method as base methods for the extrapolation process as defined by
Section 1.3.1. We previously demonstrated within this chapter that the midpoint rule used
within the Gragg extrapolation method is a more efficient choice for the base method, over
that of the forward Euler method when constructing high order single-rate extrapolation.
Therefore, we look to explore the potential efficiency and stability gains when using higher
order base methods for constructing a multirate extrapolation scheme. To do this, we
propose the construction of a multirate extrapolation time-integrator using the multirate
infinitesimal step (MIS) method [48], [37], [36], [43] as the base method for extrapolation.
Furthermore, we specifically focus our MIS-extrapolation method on process partitioned
problems as opposed to the geometric partitioned problem. Additionally, the MIS method
can be employed using both fully explicit as well as IMEX splittings of the RHS of our
IBVP. We will review the MIS method in Chapter 2 and then show how it can be used
as the base method for extrapolation in Chapter 3. As a final note, the MIS method can
be efficiently solved using explicit Runge-Kutta (ERK) methods; therefore, we will first
conduct a brief review of SR and MR RK methods.
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CHAPTER 2:
Single-Rate and Multirate Runge-Kutta Methods
In Section 2.1 we provide a general overview of SR explicit RKmulti-stage time-integration
schemes used to approximate the continuous time derivatives of the PDE system from
Chapter 1. Then, we introduce the multirate infinitesimal step (MIS) method in Section
2.3, which we will use as the base method for our process partition explicit multirate
extrapolation time-integrator (i.e., MIS-extrapolation), shown in Section 3.1. This chapter
will also show the numerical results for solving the non-linear shallow water equations
using both the single-rate and multirate methods within Sections 2.2 - 2.4. The specific
combinations of ERK and additive Runge-Kutta (ARK) butcher tableaus coefficients used
within these methods can be found in Appendix A.
2.1 Single-Rate Explicit Runge-Kutta (ERK) and Additive
RK (ARK) Methods
The simplest of all SR ERK methods is Euler’s method and is the foundation for the
development of more complex, higher-order, RK time-integration schemes. Let,
d
dt
q(t) = R(t, q(t)), (2.1.1)
be a method of lines (MOL) semidiscretization of a time dependent PDE, such that forward
Euler’s method approximates the numerical solution to Equation (2.1.1) from time level tn
to time level tn+1 using the following formula:




q(tn) = R(tn, qn) ≈ q
n+1 − qn
∆t , and ∆t = t
n+1 − tn. (2.1.3)
To start the sequence of approximations, an initial condition must be known. This condition
is usually provided at t = 0, such that q(t0) = q0.
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(e),n) + RF (q(e),n), (2.1.4)
such that if R(q(e),n) = RS + RF , then




Notice that Equation (2.1.5) explicitly defines the solution for element (e) at time n + 1,
only in terms of the prior solution at time n; therefore, this scheme represents the explicit
forward Euler method for the IBVP defined in Section 1.1.2 and will be defined as ERK1,
since it is a first order, explicit RK method. Additionally, ERK1 is a SR method as ∆t is
strictly determined by a single scalar value, specifically chosen to ensure that the overall
method remains stable throughout the numerical computation.
2.1.1 Generalized Single-Rate ERK Methods
The explicit forward Euler method is only first order accurate, such that improvements to
this method are attributed to the works of Carl Runge and Wilhelm Kutta, known as Runge-
Kutta (RK) methods. The forward in time generalized s-stage SR explicit RK method, as













, i = 2, . . . , s














... ... ... . . .
cs as,1 as,2 . . . as,s−1
b1 b2 . . . bs−1 bs
. (2.1.7)
The Ki terms in Equation (2.1.6) represent a single stage of the method, which is an
evaluation of the RHS of the ODE being solved. Each ERK method can be represented
using the tableau in Equation (2.1.7), where the c,A, and b> are defined as follows:
• c ∈ Rs - Vector containing the time position for each stage evaluation, where all
ci =
∑i−1
j=1 ai,j for i = 2, . . . , s, and c1 = 0.
• A ∈ Rsxs - Matrix where each row defines one stage of the s-stage method and
the ai,j entries indicate the stages dependence on previous stages’ derivatives. Note:
a1,1 = 0.
• b> ∈ Rs - Vector containing the final solutions dependence (weighted sum) on
derivatives evaluated at previous stages.
For example, the forward Euler (ERK1)method in Equation (2.1.2) can bewritten in Butcher
tableau form as




When using explicit RK methods, higher order accuracy can be achieved if more stage
evaluations are computed. Two of the most common 2nd order methods, as shown in [49],
are based on the explicit trapezoidal rule (ERK21):
qn+1
∗
= qn + ∆tR(tn, qn) ,
qn+1 = qn + ∆t2
[











and midpoint rule (ERK22):
qn+
1
2 = qn + ∆t2 R(t
n, qn) ,












Additionally, the classical 4th order RK method (ERK4), is shown below using the gener-
alized formula from Equation (2.1.6) on the left, and Butcher tableau on the right:
K1 = R(tn, qn),
K2 = R(tn +
∆t
2 , q
n + ∆t2 K1) ,
K3 = R(tn +
∆t
2 , q
n + ∆t2 K2) ,
K4 = R(tn + ∆t, qn + ∆tK3) ,




















A significant amount of research has been conducted on the construction, stability, accuracy
and efficiency of ERK methods over the past few decades, with well-known resources
including, but not limited to, [49] and [11]. Additionally, Butcher provides an early history
of Runge-Kutta methods in [50], which highlights the works of Runge [51], Heun [52], and
Kutta and Nyström [53].
Within this work, the ERK methods under consideration are of orders 1 through 5, where
the number of stages of each ERK is equivalent to the order of the method, up to 4th
order. The explicit, 5th order, single-rate methods considered are Butcher’s ERK5 and
Dormand-Prince’s ODE45, which have 6 and 7 stages respectively. Additionally, we
consider the use of a small subset of generalized additive ERK (ARK) methods developed
by Giraldo and Constantinescu [54] and Kennedy and Carpenter [55]. The ARK methods
under consideration are of order 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, which contain 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 stages,
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respectively. For reference, we will use either ARK(order,stages) or ARK-order (# stage)
as the notation to indicate the order of accuracy and number of stages for each single-rate
ARK method.
For example, ARK(2,3) [54] is a 3-stage RK method that is third order accurate for linear
problems, yet second order accurate for non-linear problems. Additionally, ARK(4,6)
represents a 6-stage RK method that is 4th-order accurate for both linear and non-linear
problems. The respective Butcher tableau coefficients for all s-stage SR ARKmethods used
to solve the IBVP from Chapter 1 can be found in Appendix A.
Furthermore, all ARK methods we consider are constructed using the time-integration
scheme from [56]:









which can be shown to be equivalent to the generalized ERK algorithm in Equation (2.1.6).
In addition to the ERK andARKmethods highlighted within this section, other fully explicit
time integration schemes include strong stability preserving (SSP) and low-storage Runge-
Kutta (LSRK) methods, which exhibit useful properties in maintaining numerical stability
and efficiency; however, we will not consider these methods within this work.
2.2 Single-Rate ERK and ARK Results
Let’s now look at how the single-rate ERK and ARK methods from Appendix A perform
using Equation (2.1.12) to approximate the 1D non-linear shallow water equations IBVP
from Chapter 1. Figures 2.2.1a and 2.2.1b display the single-rate results using both the
ARK and ERK butcher tableau coefficients, which can be found in Appendix A.
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(a) SR ARK & ERK Methods L2 Error Norms (b) SR ARK & ERK Methods RHS Evaluations
Figure 2.2.1. Error Plots and Total RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
Using Single-Rate ARK & ERK Methods (g = hB = 1).
The two subfigures within Figure 2.2.1 show the results comparing the L2 error norms
against Courant value and total RHS evaluations required for each of these methods. The
SR ARK methods allow the use of a slightly larger Courant compared to the SR ERK
methods; however, because the ARK methods require additional stage evaluations, the use
of a larger time-step size is offset by more RHS evaluations (i.e., higher computational cost),
which can be seen in Figure 2.2.1b.
Notice that the computational cost difference between the ERK andARKmethods decreases
when comparing the higher order methods; therefore, the use of a larger Courant does
slightly compensate for the use of more stage evaluations. For example, the total number
of RHS evaluations is approximately the same for both the ARK-4 (6 Stage) and RK4
methods, even though the ARK method requires 2 more stage evaluations per time-step.
However, these results were computed assuming the gravity and bathymetry are both equal
to 1; therefore, the fast process within the problem is not truly fast. Let’s now look at these
same SR results when increasing gravity to g = 10.
Figure 2.2.2 displays the results for all ARK and ERK methods with orders of accuracy
less than 4, for g = 10, hB = 1. Note, there was no benefit in computing 4th order and
above time-integrators for the spatial parameters we used (i.e., Inexact DG, 16th order
interpolating polynomial within 25 elements), as the spatial error begins to dominate the
error norms.
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(a) SR ARK & ERK Methods L2 Error Norms (b) SR ARK & ERK Methods RHS Evaluations
Figure 2.2.2. Error Plots and Total RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
Using Single-Rate ARK & ERK Methods (g = 10, hB = 1).
First, we looked at how eachERKmethod compared to its equivalentARKmethod regarding
the total number of RHS evaluations at the methods maximum stable Courant value. Since
forward Euler requires one less stage evaluation from that of ARK-1 (2 Stage), we would
naturally assume that this 2 to 1 ratio of evaluations should hold true, regardless of how
much the fast process increases. This assumption was verified, such that regardless of the
choice of g and hB , our numerical results shown in both Figure 2.2.1b and Table 2.2.1
verify that ARK-1 (2 Stage) does require twice as many RHS computations. Furthermore,
by increasing gravity to g = 10, the fast process requires a much smaller time-step size to be
used in order to maintain stability of the overall method. However, this 2:1 ratio remained
constant as both methods maximum Courant was also reduced by the same factor.
For a third data point, we held gravity to ten, and increased the bathymetry depth also to ten,
such that g = hB = 10, thereby increasing the overall fast process by a factor of one hundred,
since ghB = 100. We again verified that the ARK-1 (2 Stage) method still required twice
as many RHS evaluations as that of the forward Euler method. Therefore, our numerical
results show that regardless of howmuch the fast process increases, the relationship between
the maximum allowable Courant value and total number of RHS evaluations for the two
1st order methods remains constant at a 100% increase for the ARK-1 (2 Stage) method.
This analysis was done for all SR ARK and ERK methods up to third order, with results
displayed in Table 2.2.1.
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The ARK-2 (3 Stage) versus RK2 methods produced similar results, such that the 2nd
order ARK method required an average of 21.3% more RHS evaluations over RK2 when
increasing the fast process. This was not true of the 3rd order ARK vs. ERK comparison.
Instead, we found that the ARK-3 (4 Stage) method was slightly more efficient than RK3.
Although ARK-3 (4 Stage) requires more stage evaluations, the method can use a slightly
larger time-step value, thereby offsetting the additional stage computations when compared
to its RK3 equivalent. These results are shown in the last few columns of Table 2.2.1, where
the ARK-3 (4 Stage) method was on average 6.68% more efficient.
Table 2.2.1. Percent Increase/Decrease of Total Number of RHS Evaluations
for SR ERK vs. SR ARK Methods up to Order 3.
Single-rate ERK versus Single-rate ARK Methods of Orders 1, 2 and 3
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants Euler ARK(1,2) % ↑↓ RK2
ARK
(2,3) % ↑↓ RK3
ARK
(3,4) % ↑↓
g = 1, hB = 1, ghB = 1 2661 5322 100.00 3990 4788 20.00 4932 4860 (1.46)
g = 10, hB = 1, ghB = 10 55830 111660 100.00 58770 72828 23.92 72828 65688 (9.80)
g = 10, hB = 10, ghB = 100 214728 429456 100.00 429456 515349 20.00 515349 470148 (8.77)
The results from Table 2.2.1 and Figures 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 show that the first and second order
SR ERK methods are more efficient than the equivalent SR ARK methods. This analysis
is helpful as we want to construct our multirate method using an efficient base method,
where we achieve the higher order accuracy via the extrapolation process. Because we are
interested in developing a multirate extrapolation scheme, let’s now define our multirate
ERK and ARK base methods.
2.3 Multirate ERK and ARKMethods
In this section we will briefly discuss what is meant by multirate and then provide a basic
overview of the Multirate Infinitesimal Step (MIS) method we have selected to use as
our extrapolated base method. We previously mentioned two different types of multirate
methods in Chapter 1, whichwe referred to as process partition and geometric partition. The
development of geometric partition multirate methods came about based on the necessity to
use multiple time-scales (time-steps) for advancing the numerical solution when the spatial
geometry of the problem consists of varying sizes of elements. This non-constant geometry
could be either fixed or adaptive, where the smallest elements within the spatial grid dictate
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the maximum step-size (i.e., largest Courant number for hyperbolic problems) that a single-
rate method must use in order to maintain the numerical stability of the problem. Therefore,
geometric multirate methods are constructed so that different time-steps can be used, such
that each time-step is congruent to the size of the various spatial elements. A few examples
of different geometric partition multirate methods can be found within the works of [22],
[27], [57], [40], [46], [41], and [38]. Note, multirate time-integration methods do not have
to be constructed using Runge-Kutta methods.
The second type of MR time-integration schemes are process partition multirate methods,
which are specifically developed for solving PDE problems where the right hand side (RHS)
of the equation can be split into multiple processes, as was shown in Equations (1.0.1) and
(1.0.2). We restate these equations as:
∂q
∂t
= P1(q) + P2(q) + · · ·+ PN (q), and q(t0) = q0, (2.3.1)
such that if N = 2,
∂q
∂t
= S(q) + F (q), (2.3.2)
where S(q) and F (q) represent the slow and fast processes, respectively. We have already
shown how the non-linear shallowwater equations can represent this type of problem, where
the slow and fast processes represent the advection and gravity waves, respectively. Some
examples of different process partition multirate methods can be found within the works of
[58], [48], [29], [35], [36], [37], [44], and [43]. Let’s now look at the multirate infinitesimal
step method, which was specifically developed for process partitioned problems.
2.3.1 Multirate Infinitesimal Step (MIS) Method
The basic idea behind the MIS method, is that we can use one ERK scheme to numerically
approximate the slow process (referred to as the outer method) and another ERK scheme to
approximate the fast process (referred to as the inner method). The slow and fast processes
are then advanced in the following manner. The fast process is advanced between each
stage of the outer ERK method using the full inner ERK method. During the inner update,
the outer stage residual is linearly interpolated and blended over the inner process update
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so that by the end of the inner step, the full outer residual has been applied. In other words,
within a single stage of the outer ERK method’s advance of the slow process, all stages of
the inner ERK method are used to advance the fast process. Note, both the outer and inner
ERK methods can use the same Butcher tableaus.
The MIS method [48], [36], [37] is shown in its present form within [43] for a two-partition
(i.e., two process) problem as follows:





Vi,1 = Qi−1 , (2.3.3c)










i = 2, . . . , sO + 1
j = 2, . . . , sI + 1
, (2.3.3d)
Qi = Vi,sI+1 , (2.3.3e)
where we have written the method to be consistent with solving Equation (2.3.2). Within
Equation (2.3.3), the parameters sO and sI represent the number of outer and inner stage
values, respectively. The tilde parameters (i.e., ãij , c̃i) denote the incremental RK stage
parameters used for both the inner and outer methods, such that:
ãi,j =
{
ai,j − ai−1,j if i < s+ 1





ci − ci−1 if i < s+ 1
1− cs if i = s+ 1
, (2.3.5)
where we use the standard Butcher tableau coefficients (A = aij ,b, c) to compute the
tilde coefficients. Additionally, the ri term within the MIS method represents the RHS
computation related to the slow process. Notice that Equation (2.3.3) requires two loops
(outer and inner) for advancing the solution in time, such that a more precise representation
of the algorithm is provided by [3] in Algorithm 2.3.1:
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Algorithm 2.3.1 2-Partition General Explicit MIS Method
Q1 = qn







for j = 2 : J + 1 do









 Loop through slow process
 Loop through fast process
Although Algorithm 2.3.1 is sufficient for solving autonomous problems, we include Algo-
rithm 2.3.2 when solving non-autonomous problems.
Algorithm 2.3.2 2-Partition General Explicit MIS Method (Non-Autonomous)
Q1 = qn
for i = 2 : I + 1 do
ri = 0
for j = 1 : i− 1 do
tj = tn + ∆tcOj
ri = ri + ãOi,jS(Qj , tj)
end for
Vi,1 = Qi−1
for j = 2 : J + 1 do
Rsum = 0
for k = 1 : j − 1 do
tk = tn + ∆t(cOi−1 + c̃Oi ∗ cIk)
Rsum = Rsum + ãIj,k[ri + c̃Oi F (Vi,k, tk)]
end for





tn+1 = tn + ∆t
 Loop through slow process
 Time update for outer loop
 Build ri (slow solution)
 Loop through fast process
 Time update for inner loop
 BuildRsum (slow + fast solution)
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When using theMISmethodwith explicit RK schemes, we use the notation,MISERK(I, J),
where I and J represent the total number of RK stages within each of the ERK methods
used within the outer and inner processes, respectively. For example, the MIS ERK(1,2)
method uses a single stage, first order ERK method for the outer process and a two stage,
second order, ERK method for the inner process. Note, for the ERK methods we compare
within Appendix A, the total number of ERK stages is equivalent to the order of accuracy
up to 4th order for these methods. This does not hold for higher order ERK and/or ARK
methods.
A graphical depiction of the MIS ERK method in Algorithm 2.3.2 is shown in Figure 2.3.1,
where we have selected to use forward Euler to solve the slow process, and various ERK
methods of orders one through four to solve the fast process. Specifically, Figure 2.3.1
highlights where the various inner and outer ERK stage evaluations are computed along the
time axis for both the slow and fast processes, respectively.
Figure 2.3.1. Multirate Infinitesimal Step Stage Evaluation Diagram for MIS
ERK(1, 1) Through MIS ERK(1, 4).
Notice that the fast stage evaluation marker (red open circle) located at tn+1 for the MIS
ERK(1,3) and (1,4) methods represents two separate fast stage evaluations. For example,
the fast stage evaluation for the MIS ERK(1,3) method at tn+1 represents the third stage
evaluation of the ERK3 method for time interval (tn, tn+1) and the first stage evaluation for
time interval (tn+1, tn+2). All stage evaluations are numbered underneath the markers.
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Before we compare the numerical results using the MIS method, let us also briefly highlight
the CFL condition for our two-process PDE system, since we split the RHS of our IBVP
into its respective slow and fast processes, as shown by Equation (2.3.2). For the single-rate
problem, both processes were advanced using the same rate; therefore, our previous CFL
















where ∆ts and ∆tf represent the slow and fast rates (i.e., time-steps) that our multirate
method will use to advance the slow and fast processes, respectively. Note that σslow =
σfast = σmax, such that:
∆xminσmax = |u|∆ts =
√
gh∆tf . (2.3.8)
Therefore, a relationship exists between the fast,
√









This condition helps ensure the overall stability of the numerical method.
2.4 Multirate ERK and ARK Results
When comparing theMISARK(I, J) andMIS ERK(I, J) against each other, we previously
defined (I, J) to represent the total number of RK stages within the outer and inner ERK
and ARK methods, respectively. The purpose for correctly defining (I, J) is to ensure
consistency between Algorithms 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and the naming convention we use for
these methods. Because we only consider ERK methods up to 4th order, this naming
convention is not an issue for the MIS ERK(I, J) method; however, the total number of
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stages within the ARK methods differs from the order of accuracy of the methods.
For example, MIS ARK(2,6) uses a two stage, first order method to advance the outer
process, and a six stage, fourth order method to advance the inner process. Therefore, the
MIS ERK(1,4) and MIS ARK(2,6) methods use equivalent order of accuracy RK methods
for both the slow and fast processes. However, this can be confusing when comparing
both types of methods within the respective plots; therefore, we will use the same (I, J)
numbering within theMIS ERKmethod, to label its equivalent MIS ARKmethod, such that
MIS ARK(I, J) will instead refer to the order of accuracy of the ARK methods in lieu of
the total number of stages. For example, MIS ARK(2,6) will be written as MIS ARK(1,4)
for easier comparison to the MIS ERK(1,4) method.
Although Algorithm 2.3.1 is sufficient for solving the non-linear shallow water equations,
we do not have an exact solution; therefore, we construct all MR methods using Algorithm
2.3.2, since our manufactured solution developed in Appendix B requires a time-dependent
source function. Since we now have choices on the combinations of outer and inner methods
to use, our first MIS ARK versus MIS ERK comparison will use first order accuracy on
the slow process (outer-loop), while varying the orders of accuracy of the fast process
(inner-loop). These results are shown in Figures 2.4.1a and 2.4.1b.
(a) MIS ARK & ERK Methods L2 Error Norms (b) MIS ARK & ERK Methods RHS Evaluations
Figure 2.4.1. Error Plots and Total RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
Using 1st Order MIS ARK & ERK Methods (g = hB = 1).
Notice in Figure 2.4.1a that both the MIS ARK(1,1) and MIS ERK(1,1) methods are
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equivalent to the first order, single-rate ARK and ERKmethods, since both of thesemultirate
methods advance the slow and fast processes using forward Euler. Additionally, Figure
2.4.1b highlights the difference in total RHS computations for all methods, where it is easy
to see that all of the MIS ERK methods are more efficient than the MIS ARK methods
of equivalent J-order. Furthermore, both figures indicate that regardless of the order of
accuracy used to solve the fast process, the overall order of accuracy of the entire method is
determined bymin(I, J), such that all methods shown above are 1st order accurate.
Although comparing the total number of RHS evaluations is important, we are primarily
interested in the number of slow right hand side computations. For example, the problem
we are most interested in solving is:
• An IBVP containing multiple (N ) processes. For simplicity, we consider N = 2.
• The fast process is much faster than the slow process.
• Slow process is computationally expensive to evaluate.
• Fast process is relatively easy to compute, yet we desire maximum accuracy.
The third and fourth requirements must be balanced, such that we want to compute the slow
process as few times as necessary, while maintaining as much accuracy as possible for the
fast process. Therefore, instead of displaying the total number of RHS evaluations, Figure
2.4.2 only shows the total number of “slow" RHS evaluations computed for each method,
as this is the number we want to minimize.
Once again, all of the MIS ERK methods are more efficient than the MIS ARK methods
due to the additional stage evaluations each of the ARK methods require. Note, there was
no difference in the plots for MIS ARK(1,2) through MIS ARK(1,4), with all three plots
on top of each other. This implies that for the selected parameters (g, hB, c), etc., if using
ARK-1 (2-stage) for the slow process, there is no advantage in using an ARK method of
J-order > 2 for the fast process.
When comparing each of the MIS ERK methods with each other, there is a slight efficiency
gain for J = 3 or J = 4 over the single-rate method (i.e., MIS ERK(1,1)); however, it is
important to note that these results are for ghB = 1. Since the fast process is not significantly
faster than the slow process, let’s now look at these same methods using g = 10, hB = 1,
where ghB = 10. Figures 2.4.3a and 2.4.3b display these results, where by simply increasing
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Figure 2.4.2. Error Plots and Slow RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
using 1st Order MIS ARK & ERK Methods (g = hB = 1).
the fast waves slightly, we now notice an even greater efficiency advantage when using ERK
within the MIS method versus the MIS ARK methods.
(a) MIS ARK & ERK Methods L2 Error Norms (b) MIS ARK & ERK Methods Slow RHS Evals
Figure 2.4.3. Error Plots and Slow RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
using 1st Order MIS ARK & ERK Methods (g = 10, hB = 1).
We should note that if the MIS ARK methods are used, the increased gravity clearly
demonstrates that the number of slow RHS evaluations decreases as the J-order increases.
This was not previously observed when g = hB = 1 for J > 2. Although the MIS ARK
methods show improvement with increased gravity, the use of ERKmethods within theMIS
algorithm remain the most cost efficient in terms of the number of slow RHS evaluations.
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If we zoom into the MIS ERK results within Figure 2.4.3b, we get a better view of how they
compare against each other for largest Courant values.
Similar to the results in Figure 2.4.2, the MIS ERK results in Figure 2.4.4 also show that for
J > 2, the MIS method uses significantly fewer slow RHS evaluations compared to the MIS
ERK(1,1), which is the same as the single-rate forward Euler method. In addition to the
above plots, the percent increase/decrease of the MIS method compared to the single-rate
method of equivalent order can be seen in Table 2.4.1.
Figure 2.4.4. Error Plots and Slow RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
using 1st Order MIS ERK Methods (g = 10, hB = 1).
From Table 2.4.1 we find that the MIS ERK(1,1) method is indeed equivalent to the SR
forward Euler method, such that both methods required the exact number of slow RHS
computations. Furthermore, it is easy to see that for J ≥ 3, the MIS ERK(1,J) method
is computationally more efficient based on the total number of slow RHS computations
required for each method. For example, the MIS ERK(1,3) and MIS ERK(1,4) methods
require approximately 20.85% and 25.16% less RHS evaluations, respectively, compared
to the SR forward Euler method. These results highlight that the MIS ERK method can
outperform a single-rate ERKmethod of equivalent order, using a sufficiently “high-enough"
order of accuracy method to resolve the fast process, while at the same time minimizing the
amount of work required to compute the slow process.
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Table 2.4.1. Percent Increase/Decrease of Slow RHS Evaluations for MIS
ERK Methods of Order 1 vs. SR ERK (Forward Euler) Method.
Forward Euler versus MIS ERK(1,J) Methods for 1 ≤ J ≤ 4







g = 1, hB = 1, ghB = 1 1774 1774 0.00 1960 10.48 1354 (23.68) 1380 (22.21)
g = 10, hB = 1, ghB = 10 19590 19590 0.00 20678 5.55 16010 (18.27) 14596 (25.49)
g = 10, hB = 10, ghB = 100 143152 143152 0.00 143152 0.00 113648 (20.61) 103388 (27.78)
As previously mentioned, all of the MIS ERK methods within Figures 2.4.1 - 2.4.4 and
Table 2.4.1 of Section 2.4 have been 1st order methods; therefore, let’s look at one final
example, such that we will now use a 2nd order ERK method within the outer loop (slow
process) of the MIS algorithm. The inner loop (fast process) will be varied for 2 ≤ J ≤ 4.
Results are shown for g = hB = 1 in Figures 2.4.5a and 2.4.5b, where we notice that both
the single-rate ARK-2 (3 stage) and SR RK2 methods perform better than their respective
multi-rate methods in terms of computational efficiency.
(a) MIS ARK & ERK Methods L2 Error Norms (b) MIS ARK & ERK Methods Slow RHS Evals
Figure 2.4.5. Error Plots and Slow RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
Using 2nd Order MIS ARK & ERK Methods (g = hB = 1).
Furthermore, we notice that there is no significant difference between using 2 ≤ J ≤ 4
for either the ARK or ERK methods; therefore, it is computationally costly to use J > 2
for ghB = 1. The MIS ERK(2,J) methods do have a slight advantage in overall accuracy
compared to RK2; however, let’s see if the multirate methods performance improves by
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increasing the fast process. Figures 2.4.6a - 2.4.6b show the results for the same 2nd order
methods where we have increased gravity to g = 10.
We now see separation between the various MIS ARK(2,J) and MIS ERK(2,J) methods,
where using a higher order method to resolve the fast process improves the computational
efficiency based on the number of slow RHS evaluations required. We also find that the
single-rate ARK-2 (3 stage) method no longer holds an accuracy or computational efficiency
advantage over theMIS ERKmethods, specifically compared to theMIS ERK(2,2) method.
Furthermore, these results highlight the benefit in using the ERK methods over the ARK
methods, within the MIS algorithm.
(a) MIS ARK & ERK Methods L2 Error Norms (b) MIS ARK & ERK Methods Slow RHS Evals
Figure 2.4.6. Error Plots and Slow RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
Using 2nd Order MIS ARK & ERK Methods (g = 10, hB = 1).
Finally, Table 2.4.2 shows the percent increase/decrease comparison for both 2nd order
single-rate methods (RK2 and ARK-2 (3 stage)) versus MIS ERK(2,J) methods using
ghB = 1, 10 and 100.
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Table 2.4.2. Percent Increase/Decrease of Slow RHS Evaluations for MIS
ERK Methods of Order 2 vs. SR RK2 and ARK-2 (3 stage) Methods.
RK2 versus MIS ERK(2,J) Methods





g = 1, hB = 1, ghB = 1 2660 4062 52.71 4062 52.71 4062 52.71
g = 10, hB = 1, ghB = 10 39180 30180 (22.97) 23760 (39.35) 22332 (42.99)
g = 10, hB = 10, ghB = 100 286304 223320 (21.99) 171786 (39.99) 159516 (44.28)
ARK-2 (3 stage) versus MIS ERK(2,J) Methods







g = 1, hB = 1, ghB = 1 3192 4062 27.26 4062 27.26 4062 27.26
g = 10, hB = 1, ghB = 10 48552 30180 (37.84) 23760 (51.06) 22332 (53.99)
g = 10, hB = 10, ghB = 100 343566 223320 (34.99) 171786 (49.99) 159516 (53.57)
Both single-rate methods (i.e., ARK-2 and RK2) are clearly a better option when ghB = 1,
as shown in Figure 2.4.5; however, there is a drastic improvement for the MIS ERK(2,J)
methods when the fast process is increased to ghB = 10 and 100. For example the MIS
ERK(2,2) method uses approximately 22.48% and 36.42% fewer slow RHS evaluations
compared to the RK2 and ARK-2 (3 stage) methods, respectively. Furthermore, as the J-
order increases, the MIS ERK(2,4) method uses approximately 43.64% and 53.78% fewer
slow process RHS evaluations, respectively. Figures 2.4.7a and 2.4.7b display the graphical
results for ghB = 100 found within Table 2.4.2.
(a) MIS ERK Methods L2 Error Norms (b) MIS ERK Methods Slow RHS Evaluations
Figure 2.4.7. Error Plots and Slow RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
using 2nd Order MIS ERK Methods (g = 10, hB = 10).
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In summary, we first demonstrated that the SR ERK methods are more cost efficient than
the SR ARK methods when used either independently of, or in conjunction with, the MIS
method. Next we showed that when the ratio between the fast and slow processes is large
enough (i.e., 10:1 or 100:1), the multirate infinitesimal step method using explicit Runge-
Kutta methods is more efficient than an explicit single-rate RKmethod of equivalent order of
accuracy, in terms of the number of slow RHS evaluations. However, our numerical results
showed that the MIS ERK(I, J) method’s order of accuracy could only be at best 3rd order,
which is supported by [43]. However, to achieve 3rd order accuracy, certain order conditions
must be met. We will briefly highlight these conditions in the next chapter. We now look to
combine what we have learned about the MIS ERK method with the extrapolation process,
in order to achieve a higher order method using a lower order “multirate” base method.
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In this chapter we develop our explicit extrapolation multirate method using the MIS ERK
algorithm from Chapter 2, combined with the extrapolation process shown in Chapter 1.
We also look at further improvements to the MIS ERK method, such as substepping of
the fast process within the inner loop of the MIS ERK algorithm, which has been shown
by [3] to improve the overall efficiency of the MIS ERK method. Finally, we compare
all results of various explicit single-rate RK methods, to those of the MIS ERK method,
when both substepping and extrapolation are applied. To help compare the computational
cost between the single-rate and multirate methods, we introduce an efficiency metric for
determining what the slow to fast computational ratio should be for a givenmultirate method
to outperform another method of equivalent order of accuracy.
3.1 Multirate Infinitesimal Step (MIS) ERK Method with
Extrapolation
In Chapter 1 we discussed the use of extrapolation methods, and how the process can be
used to achieve higher order accuracy using a lower order base method. We will now apply
the same process of extrapolation using the MIS ERK(I, J) method as the “base” method
for extrapolation, thereby constructing a new multirate extrapolation method. Our MIS
ERK extrapolation method is found in Algorithm 3.1.1.
Notice that we have simply wrapped the extrapolation process around theMIS ERKmethod,
using the harmonic step-sequence. Therefore, we can now compute higher order approxi-
mations for a given MIS ERK(I, J) method, where the variable p is now included within
the notation, such that MIS ERK(I, J, p) refers to a pth order solution using the multirate
MIS base method with explicit RK schemes in the outer and inner loops. Let’s compare the
results for this multirate extrapolation method.
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Algorithm 3.1.1 2-Partition General Explicit MIS Method with Extrapolation
for e = 1 : p do
t0 = tn
Ye,1 = qn
for d = 2 : e+ 1 do
q1 = Ye,d−1
Q1 = q1







for j = 2 : J + 1 do













for k = 2 : p do
for j = k : p do







tn+1 = tn + ∆t
 Loop constructs p approx-
imations using harmonic step-
sequence
 Loop builds temporary solution
using ∆te
 Loop through slow process
 Loop through fast process
 Store temporary solution of
step-sequence
 Store final solution of step-
sequence for ∆te
 Perform extrapolation using
Aitken-Neville formula to order k
 Update final solution using pth
order approximation
**Note, for non-autonomous problems, refer to Algorithm 2.3.2 for incorporating the slow and fast time
computations when constructing the ri and Vi,j solutions, such that ∆te is used in place of ∆t.
3.2 MIS ERK Method with Extrapolation Results
Using Algorithm 3.1.1, we only consider 1st or 2nd order multirate base methods, as the
extrapolation process is then used to generate the higher order approximation, in lieu of
requiring a higher order base method. Therefore, the slow process within our IBVP will be
advanced using either forward Euler or an explicit 2nd order method. Choices for various
2nd order methods may be explored; however, we will initially compute results using the
ERK2 method from Table A.0.2 in Appendix A as our explicit 2nd order method of choice.
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The first set of multirate extrapolation results use the forward Euler method in both the outer
and inner loops with a fixed order of extrapolation up to order five (i.e., MIS ERK(1,1,p)
for 1 ≤ p ≤ 5). When using forward Euler in both the outer and inner loops, the multirate
algorithm is equivalent to a single-rate forward Euler extrapolation method. We then
compare the MIS ERK(1,1,p) methods to the lowest order multirate extrapolation base
method, which uses forward Euler to solve the slow process and ERK2 to solve the fast
process (i.e., MIS ERK(1,2,p) for 1 ≤ p ≤ 5). Results are displayed in Figure 3.2.1.
(a) MIS ERK w/ Extrapolation L2 Error Norms (b) MIS ERK w/ Extrapolation Slow RHS Evals
Figure 3.2.1. Error Plots and Slow RHS Evaluations for Non-Linear SWE
using 1st Order MIS ERK(1,J ,p) Method (J = 1, 2; g = 10, hB = 1).
From Figure 3.2.1a we notice that when ghB = 10, all MIS ERK(1,2,p) methods of order
p > 1 are able to use a larger Courant value compared to their equivalent MIS ERK(1,1,p)
method. Therefore the MIS ERK(1,2,p) methods for 2 ≤ p ≤ 5 require fewer slow RHS
evaluations, which demonstrates that our multirate extrapolation method performs better
than single-rate extrapolation in terms of the number of slowRHS evaluations. These results
are shown in Figure 3.2.1b. Additionally, we notice that for our given choice of spatial
parameters, there is no added benefit in computing higher than a 4th order extrapolation as
the spatial error begins to dominate the solution.
Notice that without extrapolation, both choices of (I, J) used within the multirate base
method would only result in a first order accurate approximation; however, our extrapolated
multirate method using Algorithm 3.1.1 indeed produces pth order accuracy, which was
confirmed using Equation (1.3.50) to compute the order of convergence for each method. It
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is also important to note that the MIS ERK(I, J) method from Algorithms 2.3.1 or 2.3.2 is
only at best 2nd order accurate in time if both the I and J methods used are at least second
order accurate [43]. However, the multirate method can achieve 3rd order accuracy if both
the inner and outer methods are at least third order accurate, and the outer method satisfies
the additional order condition:
sO∑
i=1
(cOi+1 − cOi )
i−1∑
j=1
(aOi+1,j + aOi,j)cOj =
1
3 . (3.2.1)
Thus far, our numerical results for solving the non-linear shallow water equations using the
MIS ERK(I, J) method without extrapolation have all been at best second order accurate.
Although no 3rd order MIS ERK results have been shown, we did achieve third order
accuracy using the MIS ERK(4, J), for J ≥ 3, where the 4th order method used was the
ERK4 (38 Rule) method found in Table A.0.5. Note, 3
rd order accuracy was not achieved
when using the classical ERK4 from Table A.0.4. Furthermore, fourth order accuracy was
not achieved for the MIS method when using at least 4th order accurate ERK methods in
both the inner and outer loops. This result is also confirmed by [43].
Therefore, the benefit in using Algorithm 3.1.1, is we can now generate solutions of higher
order accuracy for the multirate infinitesimal step method, which could only previously
achieve at best third order accuracy without extrapolation. The question we must now ask
is, for what choices of (I, J, p), if any, is the MIS ERK extrapolation method more efficient
than simply using a single-rate method of equivalent order of accuracy? Although we
have focused on the slow RHS evaluations, the number of fast RHS evaluations are not
computationally free. Therefore, we define a computational ratio between the fast and slow
processes of our MR method compared to a SR method of equivalent order as follows:
Definition: The slow to fast computational ratio, ScompFcomp , required for the MIS method to
outperform a SR method of equivalent order is:
ESRTcomp = ESR(Scomp + αFcomp) > SEMRScomp + FEMRFcomp, (3.2.2)
where the terms in Equation (3.2.2) are defined by:
• ESR - is the total number of RHS evaluations for the single-rate method.
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• SEMR - is the total number of slow RHS evaluations for the multirate method.
• FEMR - is the total number of fast RHS evaluations for the multirate method.
• Scomp - is the computational time to apply the slow RHS operator.
• Fcomp - is the computational time to apply the fast RHS operator.
• Tcomp - is the total computational time to apply the RHS operator.
If we assume that:
• Scomp + αFcomp = Tcomp, for some 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
• SEMR < ESR ≤ FEMR,
• ESR = SESR = FESR,
then a given multirate method will theoretically outperform a single-rate method of equiv-






, for some 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (3.2.3)
Notice, that Tcomp represents the total cost of applying the RHS operator. If the fast
computation is free when computed along with the slow computation then α = 0. If the fast
and slow computations are inherently decoupled thenα = 1. In general, themore decoupled
the processes are, the easier it will be for the multirate method to be computationally
beneficial, such that Equation (3.2.3) provides us with an efficiency metric for determining
what the slow to fast computational ratio bound should be for a given multirate method to
be computationally more efficient than a single-rate method of equivalent order. For our
respective IBVP, we have separated the fast and slow RHS operators within our code, such
that α = 1.
Since there is no known MIS ERK(I, J) method, without using extrapolation, that can
achieve 4th order accuracy, let’s look at what the ScompFcomp ratio bound should be when com-
paring our fourth order accurate MIS ERK(I, J, p) method for p = 4, against the single-rate
ERK4 method when ghB = 10 and 100. Comparison results are displayed in Table
3.2.1, where we notice that the number of slow RHS evaluations significantly decreases
as J increases from 1 to 4 within the MIS ERK(1, J, 4) method. Furthermore, the MIS
ERK(1,4,4) method’s maximum stable Courant value is approximately double that of the
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MIS ERK(1,1,4) method. However, using higher order methods within the inner loop of the
MIS method, combined with the extrapolation process, increases the total number of fast
RHS evaluations for the extrapolatedmultirate method. Therefore, from a quick comparison
of the total number of slow and fast RHS evaluations, the SR ERK4 method was still more
efficient than the MIS ERK(1, J, 4).
Table 3.2.1. Comparison of SR ERK4 Versus MIS ERK(1, J, 4) Methods for
1 ≤ J ≤ 4 and ghB = 10, 100 Using Algorithm 3.1.1.
SR ERK4 versus MIS ERK(1, J, 4) Method for 1 ≤ J ≤ 4
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants








Max Courant 0.052 0.052 0.068 0.068 0.1
Slow RHS Evaluations 57264 143160 109480 109480 74440
Fast RHS Evaluations 28632 71580 164220 328440 372200
SR ERK4 versus MIS ERK(1, J, 4) Method for 1 ≤ J ≤ 4
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants








Max Courant 0.0072 0.0072 0.0097 0.0097 0.0151
Slow RHS Evaluations 413552 1033880 767420 767420 492980
Fast RHS Evaluations 206776 516940 1151130 2302260 2464900
This should be no surprise, since the process of building the extrapolation tableau is
costly. Therefore, for all choices of 4th order multirate methods above, our assumption
that SEMR < ESR is not satisfied and we cannot use Equation (3.2.3) to compute the
slow to fast computational efficiency. In summary, the extrapolated multirate methods
in Table 3.2.1 will not be more efficient than the single-rate ERK4 method when using
Algorithm 3.1.1, due to a significant inefficiency within the extrapolation algorithm itself.
For example, within both the inner and outer loops of Algorithm 3.1.1, more slow and fast
RHS evaluations are computed than are computationally required.
From Table 1.3.1 in Chapter 1, we notice that our algorithm’s inefficiency occurs when
constructing each row of the extrapolation tableau. Notice that each Te,1 solution from
Algorithm 3.1.1 is built via a Ye,e+1 tableau, where the first slow and fast RHS evaluations
computed when solving the Ye,1 solutions, use the same starting value at time tn. This
means that the first slow RHS computation for S(Qj) used to construct ri within the slow
process loop is the same computation for each row of the extrapolation process. Similarly,
the first fast RHS computation of F (Vi,k) used to construct the Vi,j solution within the
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fast process loop is also the same for each row of the extrapolation process. Therefore,
instead of repeating these two computations for both the fast and slow RHS processes, we
can simply store the solution values at the start of each time-step. At the start of a new
time-step, we then zero out the storage locations for both the fast and slow RHS solutions
and start over. The modification to Algorithm 3.1.1 is shown in red text within Algorithm
3.2.1, and annotated as Version 2. This change can also be applied to Algorithms 1.3.1 and
1.3.2.
Algorithm 3.2.1 2-Partition General Explicit MIS Method w/ Extrapolation (Ver. 2)
Stemp = S(qn)
Ftemp = F (qn)
for e = 1 : p do
t0 = tn
Ye,1 = qn
for d = 2 : e+ 1 do
q1 = Ye,d−1
Q1 = q1
for i = 2 : I + 1 do














for j = 2 : J + 1 do
if d = 2 & i = 2 & j = 2 then






















for k = 2 : p do
for j = k : p do







tn+1 = tn + ∆t
Compute slow and fast RHS evaluations at time tn
 Loop constructs p approximations using harmonic
step-sequence
 Loop builds temporary solution using ∆t
e
 Loop through slow process
 Loop through fast process
 Store temporary solution of step-sequence
 Store final solution of step-sequence for ∆t
e
 Perform extrapolation using Aitken-Neville for-
mula to order k
 Update final solution using pth order approxima-
tion
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Using Algorithm 3.2.1, we recomputed the results from Table 3.2.1, which are displayed in
Table 3.2.2.
Table 3.2.2. Comparison of SR ERK4 Versus MIS ERK(1, J, 4) Methods for
1 ≤ J ≤ 4 and ghB = 10, 100 Using Algorithm 3.2.1.
SR ERK4 versus MIS ERK(1, J, 4) Method for 1 ≤ J ≤ 4
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants








Max Courant 0.052 0.052 0.068 0.068 0.1
Slow RHS Evaluations 57264 100212 76636 76636 52108
Fast RHS Evaluations 28632 50106 147798 312018 361034
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.50 -6.15 -14.63 64.47
SR ERK4 versus MIS ERK(1, J, 4) Method for 1 ≤ J ≤ 4
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants








Max Courant 0.0072 0.0072 0.0097 0.0097 0.0151
Slow RHS Evaluations 413552 723716 537194 537194 345086
Fast RHS Evaluations 206776 361858 1036017 2187147 2390953
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.50 -6.71 -16.02 31.90
From these updated results we see a noticeable improvement in the overall efficiency
of the extrapolated MIS ERK(I, J, p) method when using Algorithm 3.2.1 compared to
Algorithm 3.1.1. For example, when comparing the MIS ERK(1,4,4) method in Table 3.2.2
to the single-rate ERK4 method, we notice that the total number of slow RHS evaluations
for the MR method are now less than the SR method. Therefore, Equation (3.2.3) can
now be used to determine what the slow to fast computational ratio bound should be for
the extrapolated MIS ERK(1,4,4) method to perform better than the SR ERK4 method.
However, for 1 ≤ J ≤ 3, the SR ERK4 method still performs better as indicated by the
negative ScompFcomp ratio values. Note, a negative ratio value indicates the MR method cannot
beat the SR method it is being compared to. Equation (3.2.4) provides the positive ratio
results for various values of the bathymetry constant, hB , when gravity is set to equal to 10,





64.47 for g = 10, hB = 1, ghB = 10,
31.90 for g = 10, hB = 10, ghB = 100,
31.04 for g = 10, hB = 100, ghB = 1000.
(3.2.4)
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Our results indicate that when ghB = 10, our extrapolated MIS ERK(1,4,4) method should
theoretically perform better than the single-rate ERK method if the cost of applying the
slow RHS operator is approximately 65 times the cost of the fast RHS operator. This ratio
was approximately halved when the gravity waves, ghB , were greater than 100. Although
the ratio bounds for ghB = 10 and 100 are approximately equal, we assume the bathymetry
increase from 10 to 100 is not enough to help determine whether the ScompFcomp ratio would
improve if ghB were significantly increased to say 10,000 or higher. For example, the
bathymetry within the Pacific Ocean near the Mariana Trench reaches a maximum depth
close to 11,000 meters. Simulations for increased bathymetry were not computed for our
SWE model due to the computational time required to run on our computer.
Next, we computed the results for the MIS ERK(2, J, 4) method, which uses a 2nd order
ERK method in the outer loop. Results are shown in Table 3.2.3.
Table 3.2.3. Comparison of SR ERK4 Versus MIS ERK(2, J, 4) Methods for
1 ≤ J ≤ 4 and ghB = 10 Using Algorithm 3.2.1.
SR ERK4 versus MIS ERK(2, J, 4) Method for 1 ≤ J ≤ 4
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants








Max Courant 0.052 0.144 0.157 0.125 0.14
Slow RHS Evaluations 57264 139590 128034 160812 143586
Fast RHS Evaluations 28632 129708 135147 348426 523823
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.19 -1.51 -3.09 -5.74
From these results, we notice that there is no improvement in the extrapolated MIS
ERK(2, J, 4) method compared to the MIS ERK(1, J, 4) methods, since both the total
number of slow and fast RHS evaluations significantly increased within the MR method
when I = 2. Specifically, using a 2nd order ERK method in the outer loop did not increase
the maximum stable Courant value enough to compensate for the additional outer loop stage
evaluations of the slow process. Therefore, the MIS ERK(2, J, 4) methods required more
slow RHS evaluations compared to the SR ERK4 method, such that all ScompFcomp ratios were
negative. We do not show results for increasing the fast wave speeds of ghB for the MIS
ERK(2, J, 4) methods as it is unnecessary.
Although our MIS ERK(I, J, p) method does show improved results when using Algorithm
3.2.1 compared to Algorithm 3.1.1, the ScompFcomp ratios in Equation (3.2.4) can be further
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reduced by increasing the number of fast steps the inner method uses to resolve the fast
process. We refer to the additional fast steps within each time-step as “substepping”, where
the substeps are applied to theMISERK(I, J) basemethod prior to the extrapolation process.
We will use the notation, MIS ERK(I, J,M, p), to reference our pth order, extrapolated
multirate method usingM substeps.
3.3 Extrapolated MIS ERK Method with Substepping
The concept of substepping is discussed in [3], where the method of substepping can be
applied within each stage of the outer RK method used to solve the slow process. Options
for choosing how many substeps to use can vary, such that a naïve choice would be to keep
M constant within each outer RK stage, whereM is determined by the ratio (Rs) of slow
to fast time-steps:




However, not all RK methods compute their respective stage evaluations at uniform time
intervals. Therefore, another option is to vary the choice of M within each stage of the
outer RKmethod based on its respective ci values, which are found by looking at its Butcher




ai,j for i = 2, . . . , s, and c1 = 0. (3.3.2)
Therefore, an optimal number of substeps to be used within the ith outer RK stage of the
MIS ERK method is:
Mi ≈ c̃Oi Rs, (3.3.3)
where the c̃Oi in Equation (3.3.3) was defined in Chapter 2 using Equation (2.3.4). Algorithm
3.3.1 includes the substepping loop into the fast solution process.
To demonstrate our extrapolated multirate method with substepping algorithm, we have
provided two graphical depictions of theMISERK(1,1,2,3) andMISERK(1,2,2,4)methods,
which are located in Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively.
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Algorithm3.3.1 2-PartitionGeneral Explicit ExtrapolatedMISMethodw/ Substepping
Stemp = S(qn)
Ftemp = F (qn)
for e = 1 : p do
t0 = tn
Ye,1 = qn
for d = 2 : e+ 1 do
q1 = Ye,d−1
Q1 = q1
for i = 2 : I + 1 do














form = 1 : M do
Vi,1 = qm
for j = 2 : J + 1 do
if d = 2 & i = 2 & m = 1 & j = 2 then
























for k = 2 : p do
for j = k : p do







tn+1 = tn + ∆t
Compute slow and fast RHS eval-
uations at time tn
 Loop constructs p approx-
imations using harmonic step-
sequence
 Loop builds temporary solution
using ∆te
 Loop through slow process
 Substepping loop
 Loop through fast process
 Substep solution update
 Store temporary solution of step-
sequence
 Store final solution of step-
sequence for ∆te
 Perform extrapolation using
Aitken-Neville formula to order k
 Update final solution using pth
order approximation
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Figure 3.3.1. Example Diagram for the 3rd Order MIS ERK(1,1,2,3) Method
using Harmonic Sequence.
To help explain Figure 3.3.1, each Te,1 solution represents the numerical approximation
using the MIS ERK(1,1,2) base method to advance the slow and fast processes from time
tn to time tn+1 using its respective hj = ∆tnj step-size from the harmonic step sequence
nj = {1,2,3}. Because the overall method is the MIS ERK(1, 1, 2, 3), both the slow and
fast processes are advanced using forward Euler; however, since M = 2, the fast process
within each Te,1 approximation uses two substeps of forward Euler within each of the outer
forward Euler stage evaluations. For example, the T3,1 approximation advances the slow
process using 3 slow steps of forward Euler with a step-size of ∆t3 . The fast process is
advanced using 2 fast forward Euler steps inside each of the slow process stage evaluations
with a step-size of ∆t6 , for a total of 6 fast stage evaluations. On a single core, the T1,1
approximation is computed first, followed by the T2,1 and T3,1 approximations. Once all Te,1
approximations are computed, the MIS ERK(1,1,2,3) method constructs the extrapolation
tableau by linearly combining the respective Tj,k approximations via the Aitken-Neville
algorithm. Finally, since p = 3, the final approximation of the IBVP solution at time tn+1
uses the Tp,p approximation which is a linear combination of all Te,1 approximations. The
next figure demonstrates the MIS ERK(1,2,2,4) method.
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Figure 3.3.2. Example Diagram for the 4th Order MIS ERK(1,2,2,4) Method
using Harmonic Sequence.
Notice that within Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we have provided the MIS ERK(I, J,m, p)’s
equivalent Tj,k representation using the pth order extrapolation formula from Equation
(1.3.27) within Chapter 1. It is important to emphasize that each Tj,k solution represents a
numerical approximation using the MIS ERK(I, J,m) method as the base method for ex-
trapolation. In summary, Algorithm 3.3.1 uses Richardson extrapolation with the harmonic
step sequence, nj = {1, 2, 3, 4, . . . }, to extrapolate the MIS ERK(I, J,m) base method to a
fixed order RKmethod on the order ofO(∆tslowp). However, the overall numerical approx-
imation will be on the order of O(∆xN+1,∆tslowp), where N represents the polynomial
order used within our DG spatial discretization for inexact integration. Let’s now look at the
numerical results for approximating our initial boundary value problem using Algorithm
3.3.1, when both substepping and extrapolation are applied to the MIS ERK base method.
3.4 Extrapolated MIS ERK with Substepping Results
In Section 3.2 we found that our extrapolated MIS ERK(I, J, p) method can be used to
construct higher order multirate approximations; however, the computational cost of using
extrapolation requires a relatively large slow to fast computational ratio for the multirate
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method to beat out an explicit single-rate RK method of equivalent order. Therefore, we
now look at the numerical results when substepping of the fast process is included.
We concluded Section 3.2 by comparing various 4th order approximations; therefore, let’s
continue this approach using Algorithm 3.3.1. The simplest base method will use forward
Euler for both the slow and fast process (i.e., I = J = 1), such that the inner forward Euler
method is substepped for choices of M = 1, . . . , 6. We then extrapolate the respective
substepped multirate base method for p = 4, and compare these results to the explicit
single-rate RK4 method found in Equation (A.0.5). To compare all 4th order extrapolated
MR methods, we use both the total number of slow and fast RHS evaluations required for
each method, as well as the ScompFcomp ratio from Equation (3.2.3). The results are shown in
Table 3.4.1.
Table 3.4.1. Comparison of SR ERK4 Versus MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) Methods
for 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 Using Algorithm 3.3.1.
SR ERK4 versus MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) Method for 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and ghB = 10
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants















Max Courant 0.052 0.052 0.136 0.158 0.192 0.226 0.262
Slow RHS Evaluations 57264 100212 38318 32984 27146 23058 19894
Fast RHS Evaluations 28632 50106 46529 63612 71743 77409 80997
Total Evaluations 85896 150318 84847 96596 98889 100467 100891
Approximate Error 10−13 10−13 10−14 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.50 0.94 1.44 1.43 1.43 1.40
SR ERK4 versus MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) Method for 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and ghB = 100
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants















Max Courant 0.0072 0.0072 0.0194 0.022 0.0268 0.0317 0.0368
Slow RHS Evaluations 413552 723716 268604 236852 194432 164388 141596
Fast RHS Evaluations 206776 361858 326162 456786 513856 551874 576498
Total Evaluations 620328 1085574 594766 693638 708288 716262 718094
Approximate Error 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.50 0.82 1.41 1.40 1.39 1.36
From Table 3.4.1 we make the following observations. First, as the number of substeps
increases, the maximum stable Courant used also increased. Therefore, form ≥ 2, the MIS
ERK(1, 1,m, 4) methods all used significantly fewer slow RHS evaluations compared to the
single-rate ERK4 method. However, additional substepping of the fast process increased
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the total number of fast RHS evaluations within the MR methods. Second, the ScompFcomp
ratios computed indicate that our 4th order extrapolated MR methods with substepping can
easily outperform the explicit 4th order single-rate method provided the cost of applying
the slow RHS operator is approximately 1.4 times that of applying the fast RHS operator,
assuming both the fast and slow operators are independent of each other. Third, the MIS
ERK(1, 1, 1, 4) method is equivalent to performing single-rate forward Euler extrapolation.
The negative ratio indicates this method cannot beat out the single-rate ERK4 method as
both the total number of fast and slow RHS evaluations within the MIS ERK(1, 1, 1, 4)
method are greater than the single-rate methods. Let’s look at one more example, where we
instead compare an explicit 5th order single-rate ERK method to our MIS ERK(I, J,m, p)
method. Once again, we will use the simplest MR base method choice, such that I = J = 1.
Table 3.4.2. Comparison of SR ERK5 Versus MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 5) Methods
for 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 Using Algorithm 3.3.1.
SR ERK5 versus MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 5) Method for 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and ghB = 10
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants















Max Courant 0.063 0.06 0.135 0.194 0.24 0.27 0.302
Slow RHS Evaluations 70896 136488 60654 42218 34122 30338 27126
Fast RHS Evaluations 35448 68244 71682 78679 86856 97909 106038
Total Evaluations 106344 204732 132336 120897 120978 128247 133164
Approximate Error 10−14 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.50 3.54 1.51 1.40 1.54 1.61
SR ERK5 versus MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 5) Method for 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and ghB = 100
Gravity & Bathymetry Constants















Max Courant 0.0088 0.0084 0.019 0.027 0.034 0.0377 0.041
Slow RHS Evaluations 507540 974798 430980 303270 240834 217206 199716
Fast RHS Evaluations 253770 487399 509340 565185 613032 700983 780708
Total Evaluations 761310 1462197 940320 868455 853866 918189 980424
Approximate Error 10−14 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−13 10−12 10−12
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.50 3.34 1.52 1.35 1.54 1.71
Comparing the results within Table 3.4.2, we notice that for m ≥ 2, our 5th order MIS
ERK(1, 1,m, 5) method will easily outperform the single-rate ERK5 method from Table
A.0.6. Specifically, ifm ≥ 3, the ScompFcomp ratio is approximately 1.5, with the best result using
m = 4 substeps. We also compared our 5th order MR method against the Dormand-Prince
ODE45 method in Table A.0.7, achieving almost identical results to the ERK5 comparison.
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In the first two examples, we chose to use forward Euler to approximate both the fast and
slow processes, with the fast process being substepped. However, our generalized multirate
extrapolation algorithm allows for higher order RK methods to be used within both the
fast and slow processes. Within Appendix D we have placed the numerical results for
all MIS ERK(I, J,m, p) simulations of the non-linear shallow water equation IBVP using
I = 1, 1 ≤ J ≤ 3, 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ p ≤ 5.
3.4.1 MIS ERK Method with Substepping (No Extrapolation)
If no extrapolation is desired (i.e., p = 1), Algorithm 3.3.1 simplifies to Algorithm 3.4.1,
where we have also included the time updates for non-autonomous problems.
Algorithm 3.4.1 2-Partition General Explicit MIS Method with Substepping
Q1 = qn
for i = 2 : I + 1 do
ri = 0
for j = 1 : i− 1 do
tj = tn + ∆tcOj
ri = ri + ãOi,jS(Qj , tj)
end for
qm = Qi−1
form = 1 : M do
Vi,1 = qm
for j = 2 : J + 1 do
Rsum = 0
for k = 1 : j − 1 do
tk = tn + ∆t(cOi−1 + (c̃Oi ∗ cIk)
m−1
M )
Rsum = Rsum + ãIj,k[ri +
c̃Oi F (Vi,k, tk)]
end for







tn+1 = tn + ∆t
 Loop through slow process
 Time update for outer loop
 Build ri (slow solution)
 Substepping loop
 Loop through fast process
 Time update for inner loop
 BuildRsum (slow + fast solution)
 Substep solution update
Results for substepping without extrapolation can also be found in the first column of
each table within Appendix D; however, all MIS ERK(1, J,m, 1) results for 1 ≤ J ≤ 3
and 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 are only first order accurate, regardless of the order of method used to
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approximate the fast process. Since I = 1, the overall time-integration scheme can only be
at best 1st order.
At the start of this chapter, we mentioned additional improvements that could be made to the
MIS ERK method. The first improvement was to add substepping to the fast process within
the inner loop of the MIS ERK algorithm, which was shown in Sections 3.1 - 3.4. The
next improvement that can be made is not to the MIS ERK base method itself; instead, it is
an improvement to the overall efficiency of the extrapolation process. Specifically, within
Algorithms 3.1.1 - 3.3.1, the outer most loop (i.e., e-loop) of the extrapolation process can
be performed in parallel. Therefore, the next section will briefly describe a way in which
parallelization of the extrapolation process can be applied.
3.5 Parallelizing the Extrapolated MIS ERK Methods
In this section we develop the speedup one can theoretically achieve by parallelizing the ex-
trapolation process. Specifically, we will use the 4th order extrapolated MIS ERK(1, 2, 2, 4)
method from Figure 3.3.2 as the reference method for parallelization. In Chapter 1 we
showed the following extrapolation tableau for a pth order method using Richardson extrap-
olation.
Table 3.5.1. Tableau of Tj,k Solutions with Corresponding Base Method
Orders
(a) Tj,k Solution Tableau (b) Classical Orders for a pth-order Base Method
T11 p
T21 T22 p p+ 1









TM,1 TM,2 TM,3 · · · TM,M p p+ 1 p+ 2 · · · p+M − 1
From this table it is easily seen that each row of the tableau is inherently parallelizable,
as opposed to an ERK method whose stage evaluations must be computed sequentially, as
seen in Equations (2.1.6) and (2.1.12); therefore, the stage evaluations of an ERK method
cannot be independently evaluated. Parallelization of the extrapolation process isn’t a new
idea. For prior examples, see the works of [13], [59], [60].
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We begin by looking back at Figure 3.3.2, where we specifically focus our attention to the
total number of RHS evaluations one core must evaluate within a single time-step versus
two cores in parallel. For the MIS ERK(1,2,2,4) method, the total number of evaluations
are calculated in Table 3.5.2, and can be graphically seen within Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
Table 3.5.2. MIS ERK(1, 2, 2, 4) Method: Parallel Comparison for Total
Number of RHS Evaluations Per Time-Step
Num. Evals. (per time-step) Single Core (total) Two Core (maximum)
Slow RHS Operator 7 4
Fast RHS Operator 37 19
Figure 3.5.1. Single Core Implementation for the 4th Order MIS
ERK(1,2,2,4) Method Using Harmonic Sequence.
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Figure 3.5.2. Two Core Parallel Implementation for the 4th Order MIS
ERK(1,2,2,4) Method Using Harmonic Sequence.
Reviewing Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, the single core implementation in Figure 3.5.1 requires
a total of 7 slow and 37 fast RHS evaluations per time-step, compared to a maximum of
4 slow and 19 fast RHS evaluations when using two cores in Figure 3.5.2 to construct the
4th order approximation. Notice that in both the single core and two core implementations,
each core only needs to compute the slow and fast RHS evaluations at time, tn, for the first
Ti,1 solution they approximate. This idea was briefly discussed when we made efficiency
modifications to the extrapolated MIS ERK method in Algorithm 3.2.1.
The theoretical speedup, Ŝp, for the parallel implementation of the MIS ERK(I, J,m, p)
method is approximately:
Ŝp ≈ Ŝpslow + Ŝpfast , (3.5.1)
where, Ŝpslow and Ŝpfast , represent the theoretical speedup per time-step of the slow and
fast processes, respectively. The hat notation (̂ ) above the S indicates the variable is a
“speedup” term, as opposed to the standard use of S throughout this dissertation, which has
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represented a “slow” term. The speedup terms are calculated as follows:
Ŝpslow =
Ssstages − (p− 1)
max
(
Spstages − ( pC − 1)
) = slow serial stages




Fsstages − (p− 1)
max
(
Fpstages − ( pC − 1)
) = fast serial stages
maximum number of fast parallel stages
,
(3.5.2b)
where the p−1 and pC −1 terms represent the total number of serial and parallel RHS stage
evaluations at time tn, respectively, that Algorithm 3.3.1 does not compute.
For example, within Figure 3.5.1 we notice that a total of three slow and three fast stage
evaluations are not required when constructing a 4th order approximation. Therefore, since
p = 4, we subtract a total of 4 − 1 = 3 stages from both the total number of slow and fast
serial stage evaluations within the numerators of Equations (3.5.2a) - (3.5.2b). Likewise,
within Figure 3.5.2, we notice that a total of pC −1 stages can be subtracted from the parallel
implementation, assuming we choose the total number of cores, such that pC = 2n for an
n ∈ N (i.e., must be an even integer) and C ≤ p.
Note, we say approximate because there are other factors a parallel implementation must
consider, such as memory allocation, communication between cores, and load balancing.
Finally, the theoretical efficiency, E, that can be achieved in parallel is determined by




3.5.1 Determining the Total Number of RHS Evaluations
When using explicit RK schemes within the MIS ERK(I, J,m, p) method, the total number
of stage evaluations per time interval, Tsstages , for the serial implementation is determined
as follows:
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where the summation term in Equation (3.5.4) contains both the slow and fast RHS stage









such that Tsstages = −2(p− 1) + Ssstages + Fsstages . The −2(p− 1) represents the compu-
tational savings by storing the first fast and slow RHS evaluation within each time interval.
Note, Equations (3.5.4) - (3.5.5b) assume the following:
• The extrapolation process uses the harmonic sequence (i.e., ni = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . }),
such that the step-size sequence is found by hi = {∆tni }, for i = 1, 2, . . . , p.
• The number of stage evaluations for I and J are equal to the minimum number of
stages within the standard SR ERK method. Table 3.5.3 provides both the minimum
number of stage evaluations and order conditions required for these methods [11].
Table 3.5.3. Minimum Number of Stage Evaluations and Order Conditions
Required for SR ERK Methods up to Order 8.
ERK Order (p) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Minimum No. of ERK Stages 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 11
Minimum No. of Order Conditions 1 2 4 8 17 37 85 200
The total number of stage evaluations within a parallel implementation is not as straight
forward for several reasons. First, a choice must be made on how to effectively divide up the
work each core is responsible for evaluating, such that each core is kept as busy as possible
(i.e., proper load balancing). Additionally, communication between all cores must be
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established, with a single core responsible for evaluating the final numerical approximation
at the end of each time interval via the Aitken-Neville formula.
To parallelize the MIS ERK(1,2,2,4) method, we used two cores (i.e., C = 2), such that
optimal load balancing was achieved by dividing the work between each core. Specifically,
core 1 is responsible for computing the numerical approximations for T1,1 and T4,1 using
step sequence values {h1, h4} and core 2 is responsible for approximating T2,1 and T3,1
using step sequence values {h2, h3}, respectively. This is displayed in Figure 3.5.2 above.
Similar to Equations (3.5.4) - (3.5.5b), the total number of parallel stage evaluations for
core 1 and core 2 can be computed using the following formulas:
Core 1: Tp1stages = −2(
p
C
− 1) + (n1 + n4)(I + IJm), (3.5.6a)
Core 2: Tp2stages = −2(
p
C
− 1) + (n2 + n3)(I + IJm). (3.5.6b)
The slow and fast parallel stage evaluations for each core can be computed individually,
such that:
Sp1stages = (n1 + n4)I, and Fp1stages = Jm(Sp1stages). (3.5.7)
Additionally,
Sp2stages = (n2 + n3)I, and Fp2stages = Jm(Sp2stages). (3.5.8)
We can now compute the theoretical parallel speedup per time-step with two cores for the





19 = 3.697. (3.5.9)




≈ 3.6972 ≈ 1.85, (3.5.10)
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such that Equation (3.5.10) implies that a two-core parallel implementation of the MIS
ERK(1,2,2,4) method would be approximately 1.85 times faster than the current serial
implementation.
In summary, parallelization in time of the MIS ERK(I, J,m, p) method should be con-
sidered if additional resources (i.e., cores) are available for computation. However, the
computational efficiency of the overall numerical method may be better achieved through
parallelization of the spatial discretization method. Although we have not parallelized our
code in either space or time, our choice for using element based Galerkin methods lends
itself easily to a parallel in space implementation. Theoretically speaking, if N cores are
available, such that the upper limit of speedup via a parallel in space scheme is achieved us-
ingM cores, forM < N , then further parallelization in time could potentially be achieved
if N/M > 2, since each parallel RHS evaluation requiresM cores.
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CHAPTER 4:
Nonhydrostatic Unified Model of the Atmosphere
(NUMA)
In this chapter we use our extrapolated multirate time-integration schemes developed in
Chapter 3 to solve both a two-dimensional non-linear shallow water equation model with
artificial viscosity and both a two and three-dimensional compressible Euler equations
model. Both models are currently used within the Nonhydrostatic Unified Model of the
Atmosphere (NUMA), which is used for simulating atmospheric processes (e.g., weather
prediction). For consistency with Chapter 3 results, we will compare results using 4th order
accurate time-integration schemes.
4.1 Governing Equations for the 2D ShallowWater Model
In Chapter 1 we showed the two-dimensional shallow water equation model in Equations
(1.1.6a) - (1.1.6b), such that:
∂h
∂t










= ghs∇(hB) + ∇ · (ν∇(U)), (4.1.1b)
where I2 is the rank-2 identity matrix, U = hu, where u = (u, v)> and h = hs + hB .
We also assumed a non-viscous fluid and constant bathymetry in Chapter 1, so that both
ghs∇(hB) = 0 and ∇ · (ν∇(U)) = 0 on the RHS of Equation (4.1.1b).
Now, if we let φ = gh and multiply both equations in (4.1.1) by g, then we can write:
∂φs
∂t










= φs∇(φB) + ∇ · (ν∇(U)), (4.1.2b)
where U = φu and φ = φs + φB .
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If we assume a constant bathymetry then φs∇(φB) = 0 and ∂φ∂t =
∂φs
∂t ; however, in
our NUMA SWE model (4.1.2), we will keep the diffusion operator, which contains the
viscosity constant ν. As shown in [3], diffusion operators can be introduced into a model
for increased stability, where
∇ · (ν∇(U)) = ν∇2(U), (4.1.3)
such that the Laplacian, ∇2 represents a 2nd order diffusion operator. In general, we
can increase the order of the diffusion process by constructing a 2K order Laplacian (i.e.,
∇2K). For our purposes, the additional diffusion operator is added into the 2D SWE
model to represent a third (slow) process that is computationally expensive as the order
of K increases; therefore, we will assume a very small viscosity coefficient, such that
the artificial viscosity is negligible and ensures the diffusion operator does not become a
dominant process within the PDE system. For example, K = 2 represents a 4th order
Laplacian.
Using Galerkin methods, we can construct the Laplacian operator by discretizing the diffu-
sion operator using inexact integration within each element. First, we multiply the diffusion







ψin̂ ·∇U(e)N dΓe −
∫
Ωe
∇ψi ·∇U(e)N dΩe. (4.1.4)









where we have ignored the boundary integral for simplicity andMI and LI,J represent the
global mass vector and global Laplacian matrix, respectively. Now if we let q = (φs,U)T ,
then we can rewrite Equations (4.1.2a) - (4.1.2b) in compact form as either a two or three
process PDE.
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4.1.1 Splitting Option One: Two Processes
The two process PDE system we consider is:
∂q
∂t
= S(q) + F (q), (4.1.6)





and the fast (advection plus gravity) is:
F (q) = −
 ∇ ·U







4.1.2 Splitting Option Two: Three Processes
The three process PDE system we consider is:
∂q
∂t
= S1(q) + S2(q) + F (q), (4.1.9)





the medium (advection) process is:
S2(q) = −
 ∇ ·U
∇ · (U⊗Uφ )
 , (4.1.11)
and the fast (gravity) process is:










4.2 NUMA 2D Shallow Water Results
NUMA uses a unified continuous/discontinuous Galerkin (CG/DG) method for spatial
discretization. Although we used an inexact DG method within our 1D SWE model case,
our extrapolated multirate time-integration method was initially implemented into NUMA’s
CG framework for testing. Therefore, all NUMA results presented within this chapter use
an inexact CG approach to approximate the spatial derivatives.
The first set of 2D SWE simulations computed within NUMA used 4th order polynomial
interpolation within 40 elements in both the x and y directions, for −100 ≤ x ≤ 100 and
−100 ≤ y ≤ 100. We varied the order of the Laplacian operator, as well as the bathymetry
constant, and all simulations were computed for time (seconds), 0 ≤ t ≤ 2, unless otherwise




x2 + y2, (4.2.1a)






1 + cos(πrrc )
)
, if r ≤ rc
0, otherwise
(4.2.1c)
q(x, y, 0) =
(
g(hs + hB), 0, 0
)>
, (4.2.1d)
where hs is the surface height, hB is the bathymetry, the gravity constant g = 10, and
amplification constant α = 2. Additionally, we use no-flux boundary conditions such that
n̂ · u = 0 along all physical boundaries so that fluid flow is constrained within the spatial
domain.
One of the most efficient single-rate methods used in NUMA is the 4th order, low-storage
Runge-Kutta (LSRK) method (LSRK4-5), which is a 5-stage method specifically optimized
for approximating hyperbolic problems (see [61], [62]). Table 4.2.1 shows the results
comparing our extrapolated MR method with substepping, against the LSRK4-5 method
when splitting option one from Section 4.1.1 is used. The Butcher tableau for LSRK4-5 is
shown in Appendix A.
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Table 4.2.1. 4th Order Comparison Using the MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) Method
to Solve NUMA’s 2D SWE Model for hB = 100, K = 1 and ν = 0.001
Using Splitting Option One.















Max ∆t 0.0453 0.056 0.097 0.147 0.258 0.385 0.0453
Diffusion Count 450 720 420 280 160 120 90
Advection Count 225 720 2100 2800 4000 6000 225
Gravity Count 225 720 2100 2800 4000 6000 225
Total RHS Evaluations 900 2160 4620 5880 8160 12120 540
Max Courant 1.66 2.05 3.56 5.39 9.46 14.14 1.66
Wall Clock Time (sec) 1.66 2.21 3.00 3.71 4.31 5.26 1.10
RHS Comp Time (sec) 0.36 1.00 1.64 2.00 2.82 3.87 0.19
Loss of Mass 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
Scomp/Fcomp — -3.67 125.00 30.29 26.03 35.00 0.00
∗Note, all NUMA simulations for the 2D SWE model were computed on the Naval Postgraduate School’s Hamming supercomputer
using 20 cores on AMD Epyc processors.
Remember that the MIS ERK(I, J,m, p) method using Algorithm 3.3.1 allows us the
flexiblity to choose two different methods to advance both the slow and fast processes
respectively, in addition to the number of inner substeps,m, and fixed order of extrapolation,
p. However, for simplicity we have chosen to use forward Euler to advance both the slow
(diffusion) process and the combined fast (advection plus gravity) processes. We varied
the substepping using values of m ∈ {2, 10, 20, 50, 100} and fixed the extrapolation order
using p = 4. Additionally, our initial simulation used a 2nd order Laplacian within the
diffusion process, such that K = 1 with an artificial viscosity constant of ν = 0.001. Our
choice for using a small value for the viscosity was to ensure the diffusion operator was not
the dominant process within the model, yet added a third process to the model with added
computational cost.
It is easy to observe from Table 4.2.1 that all of the MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) methods were
able to use a significantly larger maximum step-size compared to that of the LSRK4-5
method, such that ∆t increased as the number of substeps increased. For the multirate
methods, the larger step-size reduced the total number of RHS computations of the slower
diffusion process; albeit at the cost of increasing the number of fast RHS computations of
the advection and gravity processes. Although a method’s efficiency is related to the total
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number of RHS evaluations it must compute throughout a simulation, this does not tell
the entire story. For example, the computational time to apply the diffusion process will
vary depending on the order 2K of the Laplacian operator. Therefore, we can control how
computationally expensive the diffusion operator is by simply increasing the value ofK.
The Table 4.2.1 results clearly show that LSRK4-5 outperformed all of the multirate meth-
ods when K = 1; however, with only using two substeps between the slow and fast
processes within the extrapolated MR method, the MIS ERK(1, 1, 2, 4) time-integration
scheme still performed relatively well. The last column within the table includes the MIS
ERK(1,LSRK4-5,1,1) method which uses Algorithm 2.3.2 to advance the slow and fast pro-
cesses with forward Euler and LSRK4-5, respectively, with no substepping or extrapolation.
This MR scheme performed better compared to both the extrapolated MIS method and the
SR LSRK4-5; however, it should be noted that the MR extrapolation methods maintain 4th
order accuracy for all three processes, whereas the MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,1,1) method only
maintains 4th order accuracy in time for the fast process. We use this same approach within
our extrapolated MR method when considering splitting option two from Section 4.1.2.
In terms of the shallow water equations, it may not be realistic to use higher than a 4th or 6th
order Laplacian; however, if we consider NUMA’s 2D SWE model as a three process PDE
test for determining how well our MR method performs compared to an efficient single-rate
method, than we can increase the order of the Laplacian operator arbitrarily large in order for
it to represent a third process (i.e., diffusion) within the model that must be resolved, yet is
computationally expensive to compute. Table 4.2.2 displays the results whenK is increased
to 50, which is equivalent to a 100th order Laplacian operator. Comparing the results from
both tables, we now notice a significant improvement within the extrapolated multirate
methods, such that the MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) method for m ∈ {20, 50} outperformed the
LSRK4-5 method; however the MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,1,1) method remained the most
efficient. As previously mentioned, this is not a fair comparison as all methods within the
table maintain 4th order accuracy for all processes within the 2D SWE model except for the
MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,1,1) method. Although we only demonstrate our method for a few
values ofm, it is easily seen within both Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 that asm increases, the total
number of slow RHS evaluations (i.e., diffusion count) decreases.
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Table 4.2.2. 4th Order Comparison Using the MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) Method
to Solve NUMA’s 2D SWE Model for hB = 100, K = 50 and ν = 0.001
Using Splitting Option One.















Max ∆t 0.0453 0.056 0.097 0.147 0.258 0.385 0.0453
Diffusion Count 11250 18000 10500 7000 4000 3000 2250
Advection Count 225 720 2100 2800 4000 6000 225
Gravity Count 225 720 2100 2800 4000 6000 225
Total RHS Evaluations 11700 19440 14700 12600 12000 2700 13674
Max Courant 1.66 2.05 3.56 5.39 9.46 14.14 1.66
Wall Clock Time (sec) 6.39 9.80 7.94 6.11 5.89 6.70 2.06
RHS Comp Time (sec) 5.03 8.44 6.30 4.89 4.41 5.30 1.14
Loss of Mass 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.86E-16
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.15 5.00 1.21 1.04 1.40 0.00
However, the reduction in slow (diffusion) RHS evaluations is directly related to the increase
in the total number of fast (advection plus gravity) RHS evaluations. Therefore, simply
reducing the number of slow evaluations is only beneficial if the cost of applying the slow
process is more costly than each time the method must apply the fast process; hence our
justification for increasing the order of the Laplacian operator for testing purposes, and why
we compute the Scomp/Fcomp ratio. Notice that for positive computational ratios close to
one, the MR methods either outperform the SR method, or come very close.
It should be mentioned that although not theoretically proven here, we could numerically
generate a sequence of extrapolatedMRmethods using increasing values of substepping that
could be used to determine the appropriate number of substeps to use that would minimize
both the total number of slow and fast RHS computations, and be computationally more
efficient than the SR method. For example, based on the wall clock times shown in Table
4.2.2, both the MIS ERK(1, 1, 20, 4) and MIS ERK(1, 1, 50, 4) methods are more efficient
than LSRK4-5 for the given simulation parameters: N = 4, Nex = 40, Ney = 40, ν =
0.001, K = 50, and hB = 100. Therefore, we can assume for this simulation that there
exists an {m ∈ R, 20 ≤ m ≤ 100}, such that an optimal MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4) method
can be found that would minimize the total number of RHS evaluations and “theoretically”
use the most efficient value of m for substepping the fast process. Let’s now look at the
convergence rates for the methods used in Table 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.2.1. Convergence Rates for the NUMA 2D Shallow Water Model
for RHS Splitting Option 1.
Instead of selecting a test case with a known analytic solution, we use a self-convergence
test for the 2D non-linear shallow water equations in NUMA. Therefore, we selected the
LSRK4-5 method with ∆t = 0.0005, as our approximate “truth” solution (i.e., q(exact)i ).
To generate the convergence rates for hs displayed in Figure 4.2.1, we compared all MR












Notice that all of the methods approximately achieved 4th order accuracy, which is what
we expected. Furthermore, we notice that for higher values ofm, the MIS ERK(1, 1,m, 4)
method was able to achieve greater numerical accuracy for a given time-step. Note, the ∆t
we plotted the norms against in Figure 4.2.1 is ∆ts for the slow process.
Let’s now look at a side-by-side comparison of the results for the LSRK4-5 method versus
the MIS ERK(1,1,50,4) method for a few snapshots in time. For faster computational
time, we computed the previous results using 4th order accuracy in both space and time;
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however, the quality of the final plots were not smooth since we only used a total of
(N · Ne + 1)2 = 25, 921 degrees of freedom (DoF) within a 2D square of dimension
(x, y) ∈ [−100, 100]2. Therefore, for a smoother approximated solution, we increased
the order of the interpolating polynomial to 8th order using a total of 80 elements in a
[−200, 200]2 square for a total of 410,881 degrees of freedom. We also increased the
order of the Laplacian operator to 150th order, the bathymetry to hB = 1000 and ran the
simulation for time 0 ≤ t ≤ 3, in seconds. The results are displayed in Figures 4.2.2 - 4.2.4.
Figure 4.2.2. LSRK4-5 Versus MIS ERK(1,1,50,4) Surface Height (hs) Field
for NUMA 2D SWE Model at t = 0 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
Figure 4.2.3. LSRK4-5 Versus MIS ERK(1,1,50,4) Surface Height (hs) Field
for NUMA 2D SWE Model at t = 1.5 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
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Figure 4.2.4. LSRK4-5 Versus MIS ERK(1,1,50,4) Surface Height (hs) Field
for NUMA 2D SWE Model at t = 3 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
Comparing the two methods we find that the MIS ERK(1,1,50,4) method required approx-
imately 153 seconds (2.55 min.) less time to approximate the solution to the same level of
accuracy as the SR LSRK4-5 method over the three second simulation timeline. The length
of simulation time chosen ensured the wave generated by the initial water column was able
to reach the spatial boundaries and reflect back into the spatial domain.
Let’s now turn to splitting option two in Section 4.1.2, such that all three processes are
advanced in time using three different time-steps, such that ∆tslow = m1∆tmedium =
m1m2∆tfast, wherem1 represents the substepping rate between the slow (diffusion) process
and the medium (advection) process. Similarly, m2 is the substepping rate between the
medium process and the fast (gravity) process. Note, since our model is now split into three
processes, Algorithm 3.3.1 must be slightly modified to include an additional substepping
routine for the third process, which we do not show here, but make mention of for reference.
We now use the following notation, MIS ERK(I, J,K,m1,m2, p), to represent our extrap-
olated MIS method, such that the slow, medium and fast processes are advanced in time
using three different choices for I, J, and K. For simplicity, we will assume that all three
processes only use forward Euler; however, we will use various combinations of the m1
substepping between the diffusion and advection processes; however, we have fixedm2 = 2
between advection and gravity. Finally, the entire method is extrapolated to order p = 4.
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Table 4.2.3. 4th Order Comparison Using the MIS ERK(1, 1, 1,m1, 2, 4)
Method to Solve NUMA’s 2D SWE Model for hB = 100, K = 75 and
ν = 0.001 Using Splitting Option Two.















Max ∆t 0.0453 0.065 0.115 0.173 0.198 0.305 0.452
Diffusion Count 16875 23250 13500 9000 8250 5250 3750
Advection Count 225 620 1800 2400 2750 3500 5000
Gravity Count 225 1240 3600 4800 5500 7000 10000
Total RHS Evaluations 17325 25110 18900 16200 16500 15750 18750
Max Courant 1.66 2.39 4.22 6.35 7.26 11.21 16.59
Wall Clock Time (sec) 8.62 12.31 10.48 8.92 9.20 9.24 10.98
RHS Comp Time (sec) 7.35 11.00 8.84 7.71 7.94 7.80 9.56
Loss of Mass 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.86E-16 0.00E+00
Scomp/Fcomp — -0.22 1.47 0.86 0.90 0.86 1.11
Table 4.2.3 shows the 2D SWE results, where 4th order interpolation is used within 40
elements per direction and the numerical solutions are advanced in time for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2.
From these results we notice that the MIS ERK(1, 1, 1,m1, 2, 4) method is comparable to
LSRK4-5 for a few of them1 choices used. It is likely that there is a more optimal choice of
m1 not tried; however, it should be noted that the current implementation of our extrapolated
multirate method into NUMA does not take advantage of the most efficient extrapolation
algorithm as discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, we feel positive with the results shown in
Table 4.2.3.
We previously mentioned how we used the MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,1,1) scheme to advance
both advection and gravity with 4th order accuracy, while only maintaining 1st order
accuracy for diffusion. This is not an unreasonable thing to do, as the diffusion process is
of little interest to us and our multirate method is not limited to using a specific method
or order of accuracy per process. However, single-rate methods only have the option to
advance all processes at the same rate and order of accuracy. Therefore, we will now look
at one final example for solving the 2D SWE model with our extrapolated MIS method,
such that we will use an iterative MR approach.
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For example, we will use two extrapolated MIS ERK(I, J,m, p) methods as follows:
Outer MIS Method: MIS ERK(I1, J1,m1, p1), (4.2.3a)
Inner MIS Method: MIS ERK(I2, J2,m2, p2) = J1, (4.2.3b)
such that the overall method is:
MIS ERK(I1,MIS ERK(I2, J2,m2, p2),m1, p1). (4.2.4)
Notice that we now have seven different parameters to choose where I1, I2 and J2 represent
the ERK methods used to advance the slow, medium and fast processes respectively. For
simplicity, we will set I1 = I2 = J2, such that all three processes will be advanced using
forward Euler. Additionally, we will set p1 = 1 so that the extrapolation process is only
performed within the inner MIS method. Finally, we fix the inner substepping ratio between
advection and gravity using m2 = 2, and generate a 4th order extrapolated approximation
for the medium and fast processes using p2 = 4; therefore, our only free parameter ism1.
Table 4.2.4. Single-rate Versus Multirate Comparison Using the MIS
ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),m1,1) Method to Solve NUMA’s 2D SWE Model
for hB = 100, K = 20 and ν = 0.001 Using Splitting Option Two.















Max ∆t 0.0453 0.089 0.09 0.267 0.27 0.54 0.54
Diff. Count 1125 115 115 40 40 20 20
Advec. Count 225 460 230 480 240 480 240
Gravity Count 225 920 230 960 240 960 240
Total RHS
Evaluations 1575 1495 575 1480 520 1460 500
Max Courant 1.66 3.26 3.29 9.79 9.90 19.80 19.80
Wall Clock
Time (sec) 2.23 1.91 1.10 1.86 1.26 1.84 1.07
RHS Comp
Time (sec) 0.65 0.95 0.19 0.97 0.16 0.95 0.15
Loss of Mass 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.86E-16 0.00E+00 1.86E-16 0.00E+00 1.86E-16
Scomp/Fcomp — 0.92 0.01 0.91 0.03 0.90 0.03
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Table 4.2.4 shows the results comparing the iterative extrapolated MIS method in (4.2.4)
against both the LSRK4-5 and MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,m,1) methods, where we setm = m1
to ensure a fair comparison between the two multirate methods. In review of the results,
we find that all of the multirate methods performed very well; however, as previously men-
tioned, the extrapolation scheme we use in NUMA is not the most efficient implementation.
Therefore, although the results we achieved for the MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),m1,1)
methods are good, we could further improve this method, whereas there is no further im-
provements tomake for either the SRLSRK4-5 orMIS(1,LSRK4-5,m,1)methods. It should
also be made clear that the primary difference between the MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,m,1) and
MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),m1,1) methods is that the former method advances both the
advection and gravity using the SR LSRK4-5 method, whereas the later approximates the
slow and fast processes using our 4th order MIS extrapolation scheme. Otherwise, they are
equivalent regarding their treatment of the slow process and amount of substepping between
diffusion and the other two processes within the model.
We complete the study of our extrapolated MR method for the 2D SWE model by com-
paring the convergence rates, found in Figure 4.2.5, and than display the simulation results
comparing the LSRK4-5 method against one of the iterative extrapolated MIS methods.
Figure 4.2.5. Convergence Rates for the NUMA 2D Shallow Water Model
for RHS Splitting Option Two.
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Although not shown in the table, we included the convergence results for outer substepping
values ofm = m1 = 4 and 8, where Figure 4.2.5 shows that we achieve 4th order accuracy
for all methods used in Table 4.2.4 to approximate the 2D SWEmodel using splitting option
two. It is important to mention that although we decided to not maintain 4th order accuracy
on the slow diffusion process, we still achieved 4th order accuracy for each method because
the artificial viscosity coefficient selected is very small.
We will see in the next section how increasing the viscosity parameter will influence the
order of accuracy of these methods when solving both the 2D and 3D Euler (rising thermal
bubble) model. Finally, Figures 4.2.6 - 4.2.8 compare the LSRK4-5 method versus the MIS
ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),2,1) method using 8th order interpolation polynomials within 40
elements in each direction. The simulation used a 40th order Laplacian operator, bathymetry
constant of hB = 100 and time of 0 ≤ t ≤ 4, in seconds.
Figure 4.2.6. LSRK4-5 Versus MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),2,1) Surface
Height (hs) Field for NUMA 2D SWEModel at t = 0 Seconds Using Splitting
Option Two.
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Figure 4.2.7. LSRK4-5 Versus MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),2,1) Surface
Height (hs) Field for NUMA 2D SWEModel at t = 2 Seconds Using Splitting
Option Two.
Figure 4.2.8. LSRK4-5 Versus MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),2,1) Surface
Height (hs) Field for NUMA 2D SWEModel at t = 4 Seconds Using Splitting
Option Two.
Comparing the two methods we find that the MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),2,1) method
required approximately 23 seconds less time to approximate the solution to the same level
of accuracy as the SR LSRK4-5 method over the four second simulation timeline. Once
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again, the length of simulation time chosen ensured the wave generated by the initial water
column was able to reach the spatial boundaries and reflect back into the spatial domain.
We now consider how these methods perform when approximating the solutions to the
nonhydrostatic Euler equations.
4.3 Governing Equations for the Nonhydrostatic Navier-
Stokes (Euler) Equations
The Euler equations can describe both incompressible and compressible flow, such as air
flow over a wing or the rise of a thermal air bubble within the Earth’s atmosphere. Although
these equations may take various forms, we will consider the compressible Euler equations,
which we have chosen to write as follows (see [54]):
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (4.3.1a)
∂u
∂t
+ u ·∇u + 1
ρ
∇P + gr̂ + f r̂× u = ∇ · (ν∇(u)), (4.3.1b)
∂θ
∂t
+ u ·∇θ = ∇ · (ν∇(θ)). (4.3.1c)
The estimated variables of interest are (ρ,u>, θ)>, such that ρ is the density, u = (u, v, w)>






three-dimensional gradient operator, r̂ = (rx, ry, rz)> is the unit vector pointing in the
radial direction, f is the Coriolis parameter, g is the gravity constant, and 0 ∈ Rd is the
zero-vector where d = dim(u). Similar to the 2D SWE problem from Section 4.1, we
have added an additional diffusion process to both the momentum (4.3.1b) and potential
temperature (4.3.1c) equations, where ν is the artificial viscosity coefficient. The superscript
> indicates the transpose operator.
Similar to [54], we solve the above model in mesoscale mode (i.e., flow in a box) such that
r̂ = k̂, which is the unit vector in the z-direction. The momentum equation in (4.3.1b) also








where PA represents the atmospheric pressure at the ground andR is the ideal gas constant.
Since we are solving a hyperbolic PDE system within a 2D or 3D box, mass is not allowed
to leave the computational domain (i.e., conservation of mass). Therefore, in addition to
calculating the computational efficiency and accuracy of our methods, we also compute the
total mass lost for each numerical simulation in order to measure if our overall spatial and
temporal discretization schemes are conservative.
We use the same boundary conditions within our NUMA model as we did within our 1D
and 2D SWE models, such that no-flux boundaries are enforced. This condition ensures
fluid flow is constrained within the spatial domain and that no resistance due to viscosity is
allowed along the surface boundaries. Specifically, the normal component of the velocity
field is set to zero along all physical boundaries, such that n̂ · u = 0. We will also assume
the system is non-rotational, such that we can disregard Coriolis effects.
Similar to the 2D SWE model, we will consider two different RHS splitting options for
Equations (4.3.1); however, both splitting options will separate all three processes, such
that the primary difference between the two options is how we choose to split the advective
and acoustic terms. We will represent all of the state variables compactly, such that
q = (ρ,u, θ)>, where the three process PDE system in splitting option one is:
∂q
∂t
= S(q) +R(q) +L(q). (4.3.3)
4.3.1 Splitting Option One:
This first option uses a hydrostatically balanced reference state to linearize the PDE system
such that we subtract and then add the linearized terms to all three equations within (4.3.1).







Because viscosity is not considered part of the physical system, but rather added as a
stabilization mechanism, we expect the viscosity coefficient to be small.
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Although we split the diffusion process into its own RHS function, splitting option one does
not purely split the medium (advection) process from the fast (acoustic) process. Instead,
both the R(q) and L(q) terms contain advective and acoustic processes. We will refer to
the R(q) term as the medium (residual) process as it contains all of the non-linear terms
minus the linearized terms, such thatR(q) =N (q) - L(q), where:
R(q) = −

∇ · (ρu)− Lρ
u ·∇u + 1ρ∇P + gk̂− Lu
u ·∇θ − Lθ
 , (4.3.5)
and Lρ, Lu, and Lθ represent the linearized density, momentum and potential temperature,
respectively. Now, if we separate the solution into its reference and perturbation states, then
we define the scalar variables as follows:
q(x, t) = q0(x) + q′(x, t), (4.3.6)
where q0 represents the hydrostatically balanced fields and q′ is the perturbation from
























where ρ0, θ0 and P0 are the reference density, potential temperature, and pressure, re-
spectively. Additionally, the pertubed density and potential temperature are ρ′ and θ′,
respectively.
4.3.2 Splitting Option Two:
For splitting option two we consider a similar three process PDE system:
∂q
∂t
= S(q) +N 1(q) +N 2(q), (4.3.8)
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where there is no change to the slowest (diffusion) process S(q); however, the other two
RHS terms within this option are split more accurately in terms of the advective and acoustic
processes, respectively. For example, the medium (advection) process is:






and the fast (acoustic) process is:







Note, we chose to represent both of these RHS functions usingN i(q) since each of them
contain non-linear terms, respectively.
4.4 NUMA 2D Euler Results
The 2D Euler (rising thermal bubble) simulation, as described by [63], “shows the evolution
of a warm bubble in a constant potential temperature environment. Because the bubble
is warmer than the ambient air it rises while deforming as a consequence of the shearing
motion caused by the velocity field gradients until it forms a mushroom cloud.” We use
the same initial conditions as [63], where the air mass is initially at rest in hydrostatic













for r ≤ rc,
(4.4.1)
where θc = 0.5 ◦C, πc is the trigonometric constant, and r =
√
(x− xc)2 + (z − zc)2 for
the following constants: θ0 = 300 Kelvin (K), rc = 250 meters (m), (xc, zc) = (500, 350)
m, and (x, z) ∈ [0, 1000]2 m, and time of solution t ∈ [0, 700] seconds. Note, fromEquation
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(4.3.6) we split the density, potential temperature and pressure terms as follows:
ρ(x, t) = ρ0(z) + ρ′(x, t), (4.4.2a)
θ(x, t) = θ0(z) + θ′(x, t), (4.4.2b)
P (x, t) = P0(z) + P ′(x, t), (4.4.2c)






and cp is the specific heat for constant pressure. Additionally, we set the artificial viscosity
constant, ν = 1, use a 2nd order Laplacian (i.e., K = 1) for all simulations. Finally, the
spatial derivatives are discretized using an inexact CG method with N = 4 in 20 elements
per direction.
Since both splitting options represent a three process PDE system, we will approximate the
2D Euler equations using the following time integration schemes for both splitting options
one and two:
1. 4th Order Single-rate Method (All Processes):
(a) LSRK4-5
2. 1st Order (Diffusion), 4th Order (Advection and Acoustics) Multirate Methods:
(a) MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,6,1),5,1)
(b) MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),10,1)
(c) MIS ERK(1,LSRK4-5,10,1)




Table 4.4.1 displays the results for approximating the 2D Euler equations using the seven
different time-integration methods just listed when the RHS splitting option one from
Section 4.3.1 is used.
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Table 4.4.1. Single-rate Versus Multirate Comparison for NUMA’s 2D Euler
Model for K = 1 and ν = 1 Using Linearized Splitting Option One.















Max ∆t 0.04 1.22 0.5 0.4 0.045 0.069 0.034
Diff. Count 87500 574 1400 1750 155560 101450 205890
Advec. Count 87500 2870 140000 87500 1555600 1014500 205890
Gravity Count 87500 86100 280000 87500 1555600 2029000 205890
Total RHS Evaluations 262500 89544 421400 176750 3266760 3144950 617670
Max Courant 1.61 49.09 20.12 16.10 1.81 2.78 1.37
Wall Clock Time (sec) 31.50 14.36 79.07 22.78 403.66 479.03 117.22
RHS Comp Time (sec) 28.93 11.85 76.58 20.36 401.17 476.43 114.56
Loss of Mass 2.09E-16 2.09E-16 4.18E-16 2.09E-16 1.88E-15 3.34E-15 6.27E-16
Scomp/Fcomp — 0.99 2.85 0.00 -43.14 -205.63 -2.00
∗Note, all NUMA simulations for the 2D Euler model were computed on the Naval Postgraduate School’s Hamming supercomputer
using 20 cores on AMD Epyc processors.
From the results in Table 4.4.1 we clearly see that the multirate methods that do not
extrapolate all three processes performed better (in terms of wall clock time) than those that
do maintain 4th order accuracy for all processes. In the 2D SWE model the MR methods
that did not keep 4th order accuracy for all processes still maintained an overall accuracy of
4th order. However, because the artificial viscosity constant is larger in the 2D Euler model,
the three MR methods within the enumerated list 2.(a) - 2.(c) no longer maintain 4th order
accuracy. Instead, the diffusion process significantly influences their accuracy and rate of
convergence. These results can be found in Figure 4.4.1, where Sp.1 and Sp.2 after the
time-integration name indicates the splitting option used.
Notice that only the LSRK4-5 and the 4th order extrapolated MIS methods achieved 4th
order convergence. Additionally, their overall accuracy was between 10−6 and 10−10,
whereas the methods that did not maintain 4th order accuracy for all process achieved at
best 10−4 accuracy and converged on the order O(∆t). It is unclear why the extrapolated
MIS method for splitting option one was non-convergent, and we believe that this is not
a limitation of the time-integration but a bug or other problem in the NUMA physical
splitting. This warrants further evaluation because splitting option one conserves mass with
MR methods, whereas splitting option two does not. All methods used in Table 4.4.1 were
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also used for splitting option two. Results are displayed in Table 4.4.2.
Figure 4.4.1. Convergence Rates for the NUMA 2D Euler (Rising Thermal
Bubble) Model for RHS Splitting Option One.
Table 4.4.2. Single-rate Versus Multirate Comparison for NUMA’s 2D Euler
Model for K = 1 and ν = 1 Using Splitting Option Two.















Max ∆t 0.04 1.22 0.5 0.4 0.045 0.069 0.034
Diff. Count 87500 574 1400 1750 155560 101450 205890
Advec. Count 87500 2870 140000 87500 1555600 1014500 205890
Gravity Count 87500 86100 280000 87500 1555600 2029000 205890
Total RHS Evaluations 262500 89544 421400 176750 3266760 3144950 617670
Max Courant 1.61 49.09 20.12 16.10 1.81 2.78 1.37
Wall Clock Time (sec) 31.50 18.97 85.97 22.78 403.66 529.59 116.84
RHS Comp Time (sec) 28.93 16.50 83.39 20.36 401.17 526.99 114.23
Loss of Mass 2.09E-16 2.49E-09 7.75E-14 2.09E-16 1.88E-16 3.55E-15 8.36E-16
Scomp/Fcomp — 0.99 2.85 0.00 -43.14 -205.63 -2.00
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We have highlighted in red the multirate methods which lost mass due to splitting option
two. Note, the MIS ERK methods in columns four and five do not use splitting option one
or two as they only split two ways. The MIS ERK(1,1,1,1,1,4) method in the final column
is the same as using SR forward Euler as base method for 4th order extrapolation. Potential
temperature simulation results for 2D rising thermal bubble at times t = 0, 350 and 700 are
displayed in Figures 4.4.2 - 4.4.3 for all methods except the MIS ERK(1,1,1,1,1,4).
Figure 4.4.2. Single-rate Versus Multirate Potential Temperature (θ) Field
for NUMA 2D Euler Model at t = 0 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
Figure 4.4.3. Single-rate Versus Multirate Potential Temperature (θ) Field
for NUMA 2D Euler Model at t = 350 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
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Figure 4.4.4. Single-rate Versus Multirate Potential Temperature (θ) Field
for NUMA 2D Euler Model at t = 700 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
4.5 NUMA 3D Euler Results
It is important to note that the 3D Euler case is only an extension of the 2D case where the
spatial domain is now defined as (x, y, z) ∈ [0, 1000]3 m. We use the same initial condition
shown in Equation (4.4.1); however, r =
√
(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 + (z − zc)2 and we
now use the following constants: θ0 = 300 K, θc = 0.5 ◦C, rc = 250 m, (xc, yc, zc) =
(500, 500, 350)m, and simulation time is now defined for t ∈ [0, 500] seconds. Additionally,
for consistency with the 2D Euler case, the overall spatial discretization scheme uses inexact
CG with 4th order interpolating polynomials in 203 elements; therefore, the total number
of grid points is (NNe + 1)3 = 531, 441.
All observations made within the 2D Euler case were also observed for the 3D Euler
model. Convergence rates, tabular simulation data and simulation figures for evolution
of the potential temperature field within the 3D rising thermal bubble are shown. Tables
4.5.1 and 4.5.2 display the results for approximating the 3D Euler equations using the same
time-integration methods used within the 2D Euler case when RHS splitting option one and
two are used, respectively.
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Table 4.5.1. Single-rate Versus Multirate Comparison for NUMA’s 3D Euler
Model for K = 1 and ν = 1 Using Linearized Splitting Option One.















Max ∆t 0.033 0.99 0.41 0.33 0.036 0.056 0.028
Diff. Count 75760 506 1220 1516 138890 89290 178580
Advec. Count 75760 2530 122000 75800 1388900 892900 178580
Gravity Count 75760 75900 244000 75800 1388900 1785800 178580
Total RHS Evaluations 227280 78936 367220 153116 2916690 2767990 535740
Max Courant 1.33 39.83 16.49 13.28 1.44 2.25 1.13
Wall Clock Time (min) 18.61 8.85 51.10 12.38 237.78 335.21 79.46
RHS Comp Time (min) 16.08 7.84 49.96 11.26 235.13 332.97 75.71
Loss of Mass 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.14E-16 2.14E-16 2.14E-16 6.42E-16 0.00E+00
Scomp/Fcomp — 0.97 2.88 0.00 -41.60 -186.78 -2.00
∗Note, all NUMA simulations for the 3D Euler model were computed on the Naval Postgraduate School’s Hamming supercomputer
using 64 cores on AMD Epyc processors.
Table 4.5.2. Single-rate Versus Multirate Comparison for NUMA’s 3D Euler
Model for K = 1 and ν = 1 Using Linearized Splitting Option Two.















Max ∆t 0.033 0.99 0.41 0.33 0.036 0.056 0.028
Diff. Count 75760 506 1220 1516 138890 89290 178580
Advec. Count 75760 2530 122000 75800 1388900 892900 178580
Gravity Count 75760 75900 244000 75800 1388900 1785800 178580
Total RHS Evaluations 227280 78936 367220 153116 2916690 2767990 535740
Max Courant 1.33 39.83 16.49 13.28 1.44 2.25 1.13
Wall Clock Time (min) 18.61 10.24 50.45 12.38 237.78 330.80 75.53
RHS Comp Time (min) 16.08 9.23 49.31 11.26 235.13 328.56 71.69
Loss of Mass 0.00E+00 9.38E-10 1.71E-14 2.14E-16 2.14E-16 4.28E-16 0.00E+00
Scomp/Fcomp — 0.97 2.88 0.00 -41.60 -186.78 -2.00
Similar to the 2D case, when splitting option two is used, the MIS ERK (1,(MIS
ERK(1,LSRK4-5,6,1)),5,1) and MIS ERK(1,MIS ERK(1,1,2,4),10,1) methods are not able
to conserve mass; however, the methods which use 4th order extrapolation around all three
processes do conserve mass with this splitting option. Convergence rates for all methods
are shown in Figure 4.5.1.
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Figure 4.5.1. Convergence Rates for the NUMA 3D Euler (Rising Thermal
Bubble) Model for RHS Splitting Option One.
Finally, the potential temperature simulation results for the 3D rising thermal bubble at
times t = 0, 400 and 500 are displayed in Figures 4.5.2 - 4.5.3.
Figure 4.5.2. Single-rate Versus Multirate Potential Temperature (θ) Field
for NUMA 3D Euler Model at t = 0 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
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Figure 4.5.3. Single-rate Versus Multirate Potential Temperature (θ) Field
for NUMA 3D Euler Model at t = 400 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
Figure 4.5.4. Single-rate Versus Multirate Potential Temperature (θ) Field
for NUMA 3D Euler Model at t = 500 Seconds Using Splitting Option One.
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Within this research we demonstrated how the process of extrapolation for time-integration
methods can be applied to both single-rate (SR) and multirate (MR) methods within a
general framework that is used with or without substepping. We further highlighted how
our multirate extrapolation method, which uses the generalized multirate infinitesimal step
(MIS) method as its underlying framework (i.e. base method) allows for a wide range of
time-integration options, such as an iterative approach, embedded approach, or combination
of the two. We specifically used the shallow water and Euler equations as proxies for the
types of problems one should consider when using our MR method, where we found that
the extrapolated MIS method is best suited for problems with multiple processes where the
slowest process is computationallymore expensive than the fastest process within themodel.
Without loss of generality, since most MR methods that exist are at best 3rd order accurate,
our focus was on 4th order schemes (though our extrapolation methods can achieve any
order). Furthermore, we demonstrated that our method is particularly useful if one needs
high-order accuracy in both time and space. In summary, ourMRmethod showed promising
results for the two partial differential equation (PDE) test cases used and we will continue
to look for ways to improve the overall efficiency of the method.
For future work we recommend applying the extrapolation process to other MR base
methods. Although our initial approach used a generalized MR method, there may exist
otherMR schemes better suited as basemethods for extrapolation. We also suggest that other
PDE models be explored in order to widen the range of acceptable problems best suited for
using an extrapolated multirate time-integration approach. Additionally, our method would
benefit from determining what the optimal number of substeps between different processes
should be when all other parameters are fixed. Furthermore, we only considered an explicit
approach to ourMRextrapolation scheme; therefore, one should look at how the extrapolated
MR method would perform when either fully implicit or implicit-explicit (IMEX) methods
are introduced. Finally, our method was based on Richardson extrapolation, however,
constructing an extrapolated MIS method using Gragg extrapolation would be a major
accomplishment if even powers of h can be removed within a MR framework.
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APPENDIX A:
Butcher Tableau Coefficients for Single-Rate ERK,
ARK and LSRK Methods
This appendix contains the coefficients in Butcher tableau form for all single-rate, ERK,
Additive ERK (ARK), and low-storage RK (LSRK) methods used within this dissertation.
ERK1 (Forward Euler) Method:














































ERK4 (3/8 Rule) Method:































































































































ARK2 Method by Giraldo/Constantinescu [54]:






ARK3 Method by Kennedy/Carpenter [55]:





1 0.3990960076760701 -0.4375576546135194 1.0384616469374492
0.18764102434672383 -0.595297473576955 0.9717899277217721 0.435866521508459
ARK4 Method by [55]:






































ARK5 Method by [55]:






















































A.0.1 Low-Storage Runge-Kutta (LSRK) Methods
In addition to ERK and ARK methods, there are also s-stage,m-order, low-storage Runge-
Kutta (LSRK) methods specifically designed to limit the increased storage requirements of
higher-order RK methods, which typically require s + 1 storage registers of size N. Much
research has been conducted within this area, with well known resources including the
low-storage family of solutions by Williamson (1980) [64], van der Houwen (1977) [65],
and Ketcheson (2010) [66], as well as the works by Carpenter-Kennedy (1994) [61] and
Niegemann-Diehl-Busch (2012) [67].





















i = 1, . . . , s . (A.0.1)
Similar to ERK methods, LSRK methods can also be written using a modified coefficient





where A1 = 0 for all self-starting methods, and the LSRK coefficients Aj and Bj are
determined using the following equations,
Bj = aj+1,j , (j 6= s)
Bs = bs,
Aj = (bj−1 −Bj−1)/bj , (j 6= 1, bj 6= 0)
Aj = (aj+1,j−1 − cj)/Bj , (j 6= 1, bj = 0)
(A.0.3)
which provide the relationship {c, A,b>} → {A,B}, that maps an ERK’s standard Butcher
tableau coefficients to its equivalent LSRK coefficients. Additionally, we do not show the
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time coefficient values, c, as the condition: ci =
∑i−1
j=1 ai,j for i = 2, . . . , s, still holds for
the LSRK method described in equation (A.0.1). Note, this mapping does not hold for all
methods, which means that not every ERK method can be written in low-storage format
using only 2N registers, as shown by both [64] and [61].
LSRK4-5 Method: In this work, we will compare results using the 2N-storage 4th order,
5-stage LSRK scheme developed by [61].








Note, we included columnC, which contains the ci time values for each stage of the method.
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APPENDIX B:
Analytic Solution to 1D Shallow Water Equations
This appendix provides the analytic solution to the IBVPwithin equations (1.1.11) - (1.1.13).
First, we will verify that the analytic solution indeed solves the linear PDE. Second, we will
“manufacture the solution" to the non-linear PDE. This manufactured solution will then be
added into our numerical solution as a source or forcing function to ensure the numerical
methods we use accurately solve the IBVP.








































As mentioned in Chapter 1, the PDE system above is hyperbolic and therefore represents




U(x, 0) = 0,
(B.0.3)
and no flux BC at the endpoints of our spatial domain:
U(0, t) = U(1, t) = 0. (B.0.4)




U(x, t) = 12 sin(cπx) sin(cπt),
(B.0.5)
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where c in Equations B.0.3 and B.0.5 is constant and represents the wave frequency. In
order to verify that these solutions satisfy the IBVP we simply substitute their respective
derivatives into equation (B.0.2) where:
∂hs
∂t
= −cπ2 cos(cπx) sin(cπt),
∂U
∂x
= cπ2 cos(cπx) sin(cπt),
∂U
∂t
= cπ2 sin(cπx) cos(cπt),
∂hs
∂x
= −cπ2 sin(cπx) cos(cπt).
(B.0.6)
From equation (B.0.6) it is easy to verify that equation (B.0.5) does indeed satisfy equation
























As previously assumed, we will let g = hB = 1, where, h = hs + hB , and the PDE system






























From equation (B.0.8)we notice that the only difference from equation (B.0.2) is the addition
of the third term on the LHS, which contains the non-linear terms. We already know that the
analytic solutions satisfy the first two terms on the LHS of equation (B.0.8); therefore, we
will use the method of manufactured solutions to determine what the additional non-linear
term is equal to.





















Notice that we already know the analytic solutions for U, hs, ∂hs∂x , and
∂U
∂x . Therefore, at any
given point in time, t ≥ 0, we can compute the respective components of equation (B.0.9)
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= (cπ2 sin(cπx) cos(cπx) sin





(hs + 1)2 =
1
4 cos




= −cπ4 cos(cπx) cos
2(cπt) sin(cπx).
(B.0.10)
The manufactured solution for the non-linear terms, SNL(x, t), is therefore defined by the
RHS of equation (B.0.9) using the analytic equations in (B.0.10). If we now add SNL to






























where the analytic solution, SNL(x, t), in the RHS of (B.0.11) will cancel out the numerical
non-linear solution in the third term of the LHS.
Let’s now consider the case in which both the gravity, g, and the bathymetry are not equal
to one (i.e., g 6= hB 6= 1); however, are still constant. Again, we start by substituting the
analytic solutions from equation (B.0.5) into the PDE system in equation (B.0.7). First

























= (2hB + cos(cπx) cos(cπt))(
cπ









(hs + hB)2 =
1
4 cos




= −gcπ4 cos(cπx) cos
2(cπt) sin(cπx).
(B.0.14)
Therefore, the four equations within (B.0.13) and (B.0.14) added together becomes the new




∂x ; however, once we assume that g 6= hB 6= 1, then we must include a linear






= cπ2 sin(cπx) cos(cπt)− ghB
cπ
2 sin(cπx) cos(cπt),






Notice that when g = hB = 1, the RHS of equation (B.0.15) equals zero (i.e., SL(x, t) = 0).
However, when this assumption is removed, we must now include the linear manufactured



























SL(x, t) + SNL(x, t)
)
, (B.0.16)
where the analytic solutions SL(x, t) and SNL(x, t) in the RHS of (B.0.16) will cancel out
both the numerical linear and non-linear solutions in the second and third terms of the LHS,
when the equations in (B.0.5) are used as the PDE systems analytic solutions for hs and U .
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APPENDIX C:
Derivation of Linearly Implicit Euler Method
This appendix provides the derivation for the linearly implicit Euler method found in
Equation (1.4.8). As previously mentioned, this method is also known as backward Euler,
and is written as follows:
qn+1 = qn + hf(qn+1), (C.0.1)
where the initial value problem being solved is:
q′(t) = f(t, q(t)), q(t0) = q0, t ≥ t0. (C.0.2)
Since the RHS of Equation (C.0.2) cannot be directly solved for using qn+1, we can instead
approximate f(qn+1) using a first order Taylor series expansion of f . First, we define
∆q = qn+1 − qn, (C.0.3)
and then rewrite Equation (C.0.1) using (C.0.3) as follows:
qn+1 = qn + hf(qn+1), (C.0.4a)
∆q + qn = qn + hf(∆q + qn), (C.0.4b)
∆q = hf(∆q + qn). (C.0.4c)
Now we approximate f(∆q + qn) in Equation (C.0.4c) with its first order Taylor series
approximation, such that:
f(∆q + qn) ≈ f(qn) + f ′(qn)∆q, (C.0.5)
so that ∆q can be approximated as follows:
∆q = h(f(qn) + f ′(qn)∆q). (C.0.6)
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If we now solve Equation (C.0.6) for f(qn) we find that:
hf(qn) = ∆q − hf ′(qn)∆q, (C.0.7a)
= (I − hf ′(qn))∆q. (C.0.7b)
Notice that we have used the identity matrix, I, in Equation (C.0.7b) since qn can represent
a vector when working with systems of equations, such that f ′ represents a Jacobian matrix.
Next, we can solve for ∆q such that:
∆q =
[
I − hf ′(qn)
]−1
(hf(qn)). (C.0.8)
Finally, substituting ∆q from Equation (C.0.8) into Equation (C.0.3) and rearranging terms
we can write:
qn+1 = qn + ∆q, (C.0.9a)
= qn +
[
I − hf ′(qn)
]−1
(hf(qn)). (C.0.9b)
The final expression for the linearly implicit Euler method in Equation (C.0.9b) can now be
used for our multi-rate problem, where if we assume that the RHS of our IVP in Equation
(C.0.2) is defined as f(t, q(t)) = S(t, q) + F (t, q), where S and F represent the slow and
fast processes, respectively, then:
qn+1 = qn +
[
I − h(S + F )′(qn)
]−1(
hS(qn) + hF (qn)
)
, (C.0.10)
which is the expression for the linearly implicit Euler method we mentioned in Chapter 1.
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APPENDIX D:
Numerical Results of Non-Linear SWE
The shallow water equation model results were computed using the Julia computing lan-
guage. All simulations were run for the following time interval: 0 ≥ t ≥ 0.4. The
convergence rates, approximate numerical error, and total number of slow and fast RHS
evaluations were saved. Additionally, we computed the slow to fast computational ratio
using Equation (3.2.3) for eachMRmethod, compared to a SR ERKmethod fromAppendix







, for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, (D.0.1)
This ratio provides a lower bound necessary for our extrapolated MR method to outperform
a SR method of equivalent order. The terms above are defined as:
• ESR - is the total number of RHS evaluations for the single-rate method.
• SEMR - is the total number of slow RHS evaluations for the multirate method.
• FEMR - is the total number of fast RHS evaluations for the multirate method.
• Scomp - is the computational time to apply the slow RHS operator.
• Fcomp - is the computational time to apply the fast RHS operator.
• Tcomp - is the total computational time to apply the RHS operator.
We also make the following assumptions:
• Scomp + αFcomp ≤ Tcomp, for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
• SEMR < ESR ≤ FEMR,
• ESR = SESR = FESR (The total number of slow and fast RHS evaluations are
equal for a single-rate method).
Notice, that Tcomp represents the total cost of applying the RHS operator, where the cheapest
option is to assume the fast computation is embedded inside of the slow computation (i.e.,
α = 0). This case implies that the fast operator is free to compute, and thus Tcomp = Scomp.
Our results assume the worst case scenario (i.e., α = 1), where both the fast and slow RHS
operators are independent computations within our code.
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Table D.0.1. Extrapolated MIS ERK(1, 1,m, p) Results for g = 10, hB = 1.
Parameters Used: I = 1, J = 1, g = 10, hB = 1, c = 2, N = 16, Ne = 25 with 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ p ≤ 5






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 19590 39180 64736 100212 136488
Fast Evals 9795 19590 32368 50106 68244
Total Evals 29385 58770 97104 150318 204732
Error 10−5 10−8 10−12 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 12204 20120 33088 38318 60654
Fast Evals 12204 25150 41360 46529 71682
Total Evals 24408 45270 74448 84847 132336
Error 10−4 10−9 10−11 10−14 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 10636 13296 23632 32984 42218
Fast Evals 15954 26592 47264 63612 78679
Total Evals 26590 39888 70896 96596 120897
Error 10−4 10−8 10−11 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 9926 10060 19720 27146 34122
Fast Evals 19852 27665 54230 71743 86856
Total Evals 29778 37725 73950 98889 120978
Error 10−4 10−8 10−11 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 9544 7920 14888 23058 30338
Fast Evals 23860 27720 52108 77409 97909
Total Evals 33404 35640 66996 100467 128247
Error 10−4 10−7 10−10 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 9306 6708 12624 19894 27126
Fast Evals 27918 28509 53652 80997 106038
Total Evals 37224 35217 66276 100891 133164
Error 10−4 10−7 10−10 10−13 10−13
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Table D.0.2. Extrapolated MIS ERK(1, 2,m, p) Results for g = 10, hB = 1.
Parameters Used: I = 1, J = 2, g = 10, hB = 1, c = 2, N = 16, Ne = 25 with 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ p ≤ 5






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 20678 33836 39704 76636 99858
Fast Evals 31017 67672 79408 147798 186099
Total Evals 51695 101508 119112 224434 285957
Error 10−5 10−8 10−11 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 10060 19592 32728 32984 56100
Fast Evals 30180 83266 139094 134292 29300
Total Evals 40240 102858 171822 167276 85400
Error 10−4 10−9 10−11 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 7920 13296 23824 35210 44044
Fast Evals 35640 86424 154856 218805 262262
Total Evals 43560 99720 178680 254015 306306
Error 10−4 10−8 10−11 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 7920 10060 18496 28476 38456
Fast Evals 47520 88025 161840 237978 307648
Total Evals 55440 98085 180336 266454 346104
Error 10−4 10−8 10−11 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 7920 8048 15040 23800 33154
Fast Evals 59400 88528 165440 249900 333047
Total Evals 67320 96576 180480 273700 366201
Error 10−4 10−8 10−10 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 7920 6708 12624 20356 28952
Fast Evals 71280 88881 167268 257358 350056
Total Evals 79200 95589 179892 277714 379008
Error 10−4 10−8 10−9 10−13 10−13
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Table D.0.3. Extrapolated MIS ERK(1, 3,m, p) Results for g = 10, hB = 1.
Parameters Used: I = 1, J = 3, g = 10, hB = 1, c = 2, N = 16, Ne = 25 with 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ p ≤ 5






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 16184 32368 51344 76636 139590
Fast Evals 48552 137564 218212 312018 418770
Total Evals 64736 169932 269556 388654 558360
Error 10−4 10−8 10−12 10−13 10−13




























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Slow Evals 8182 15840 29488 44548
Fast Evals 49092 138600 258020 372294
Total Evals 57274 154440 287508 416842
Error 10−4 10−8 10−11 10−13




























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Slow Evals 7920 10636 20256 32172
Fast Evals 71280 140927 268392 406746
Total Evals 79200 151563 288648 438918
Error 10−4 10−8 10−11 10−13




























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Slow Evals 7920 8048 15432 25060
Fast Evals 95040 142852 273918 424230
Total Evals 102960 150900 289350 449290
Error 10−4 10−8 10−10 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 7920 7520 12408 20524 30008
Fast Evals 118800 167320 276078 435402 608344
Total Evals 126720 174840 288486 455926 638352
Error 10−4 10−8 10−10 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 7920 6420 10448 17374 35130
Fast Evals 142560 171735 279484 443037 632340
Total Evals 150480 178155 289932 460411 667470
Error 10−4 10−7 10−10 10−13 10−13
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Table D.0.4. Extrapolated MIS ERK(1, 1,m, p) Results for g = 10, hB = 10.
Parameters Used: I = 1, J = 1, g = 10, hB = 10, c = 2, N = 16, Ne = 25 with 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ p ≤ 5






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 143152 286304 458088 723716 974798
Fast Evals 71576 143152 229044 361858 487399
Total Evals 214728 429456 687132 1085574 1462197
Error 10−7 10−10 10−14 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 100594 143152 236320 268604 430980
Fast Evals 100594 178940 295400 326162 509340
Total Evals 201188 322092 531720 594766 940320
Error 10−5 10−11 10−13 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 89686 95436 168224 236852 303270
Fast Evals 134529 190872 336448 456786 565185
Total Evals 224215 286308 504672 693638 868455
Error 10−5 10−10 10−12 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 83640 71236 131176 194432 240834
Fast Evals 167280 195899 360734 513856 613032
Total Evals 250920 267135 491910 708288 853866
Error 10−5 10−9 10−12 10−13 10−13






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 80912 57044 106344 164388 217206
Fast Evals 202280 199654 372204 551874 700983
Total Evals 283192 256698 478548 716262 918189
Error 10−5 10−9 10−12 10−13 10−12






























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Slow Evals 78358 47568 89688 141596 199716
Fast Evals 235074 202164 381174 576498 780708
Total Evals 313432 249732 470862 718094 980424
Error 10−5 10−9 10−12 10−13 10−12
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Table D.0.5. Extrapolated MIS ERK(1, 2,m, p) Results for g = 10, hB = 10.
Parameters Used: I = 1, J = 2, g = 10, hB = 10, c = 2, N = 16, Ne = 25 with 1 ≤ m ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ p ≤ 5




























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Slow Evals 143152 232624 278280 537194
Fast Evals 214728 465248 556560 1036017
Total Evals 357880 697872 834840 1573211
Error 10−7 10−10 10−13 10−13


























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 4th
Slow Evals 71576 140452 231588
Fast Evals 214728 596921 942894
Total Evals 286304 737373 1174482
Error 10−5 10−10 10−13
























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd
Slow Evals 67062 94828
Fast Evals 301779 616382
Total Evals 368841 711210
Error 10−5 10−9
























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd
Slow Evals 67062 57044
Fast Evals 402372 627484
Total Evals 469434 684528
Error 10−5 10−9
























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd
Slow Evals 67062 57044
Fast Evals 502965 627484
Total Evals 570027 684528
Error 10−5 10−9




























Converge. Rate 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Slow Evals 67062 47568 89960 145152
Fast Evals 603558 630276 1191970 1835136
Total Evals 670620 677844 1281930 1980288
Error 10−5 10−9 10−12 10−13
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